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CH2414
RED
This red and white mesh cap with shield 
Chevrolet script is a classy addition to any 
collection. velcro clasp makes for easy 
adjustment.

This black and white mesh 
back hat is a great addition 
to your hat collection. It 
features a heritage Bowtie 
Piston patch on the front. 
Snap clasp makes for easy 
adjustment. NEW

This navy hat with stylish white stripes 
and genuine Chevrolet Parts patch is as 
unique as they come. Back features retro 
Chevrolet script with snap clasp for easy 
adjustment. NEW
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CH2494
BLACK

CH2498
NAVY

CH2478
BURNT ORANGE

CH2479
NAVY

CH2480
TURQUOISE
These unstructured, 
100% cotton twill caps 
with Gold Bowtie feature 
velcro closure and 2 tone 
visor. NEW
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CH2398
WHITE/BLACK

CH2397
GREY/BLACK

These great looking custom 
FlexFit hats provide a lot of 
style. The contrasting colors 
with herringbone weave are 
always a favorite combination. 
Then add the gold Bowties 
and now you have a customer 
favorite.

CH2285 • BLACK 
This double layer cloth mesh FlexFit hat is the 
Perfect hat for comfort and breathability. This 
custom hat features Sport-Tek 2 material along 
with a contrast sandwich visor for a nice style 
touch. All finished off with custom embroidered 
Bowtie and Chevrolet on the back. 
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CH2410
BLUE

CH2409
BLACK

CH2411
GREY
These 6 panel soft cloth mesh hats 
feature the 3D raised Gold Bowtie on a 
structured front with contrast stitching. 
The velco closure with enbroidered 
Chevrolet rounds out this classy hat.
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Give your hat collection an upgrade with 
this custom hat. Featuring an embroidered 

Chevrolet 1911 logo, giving this hat a retro feel. 
A six panel hat with a velcro closure makes 

adjustments easy. Gold Bowtie is embroidered 
on the back for a smash hit. 

CH2342
BLACK/GREY/RED
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CH2363
KHAKI

These soft brushed 
twill cotton hats 
are amazingly 
comfortable. With 
stylish sandwiched 
visors and the Gold 
Chevrolet Bowtie on 
the front and back. 

CH2327
BLACK 

Check out these new super 
comfortable mid profile hats featuring 
the Gold Bowtie Chevrolet logo. 100% 
cotton Twill, six panel, and velcro 
closures for easy adjusting. 

CH2370
BLACK

CH2372
GREY
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CH2352
RED

CH2351
GREY

CH2487
BLACK

CH2488
GREY

This Chevrolet FlexFit hat features 
a Gold Bowtie on performance 
moisture wicking nylon fabric. Quick 
dry material also provides excellent 
breathablilty. NEW

These structured 
grey hats with red 
contrast stitching 
and Gold Bowtie on a 
FlexFit hat. NEW

This best selling FlexFit hats are right 
for everyday use. They are made with 
moisture wicking stretchable performance 
material then highlighted with contrast 
color stitch.

CH2269 
BLACK

BEST SELLERS
These custom low profile hats feature 
a light stone wash look and a 3D raised 
embroidered Bowtie. They have heavy 
contrast stitch for an extra custom look. 
You have to try these for your self. 
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CH2496
BLACK
These vintage look hats are products of 
experience with the original blue heritage 
bowtie on a structured front. Blue racing 
stripes leading to a snap clasp. NEW

CH2495
 BROWN
“Chevrolet USA” This rugged hat delivering the 
perfect message: You can’t go wrong with this one! 
Unstructured front with embroidered patch-like 
flag. Also featuring contrast stitching and snap 
closure for easy adjusting. 

CH2499
NAVY
Gold Chevrolet in our Fashionista typeface over 
a screenprinted heritage Chevrolet logo add in 
a washed brim and mesh back and you have a 
new classic. NEW

CH2497
NAVY
This Retro Chevrolet hat features an American 
Original patch icon on a washed grey hat. Snap 
closure with a heritage Chevrolet Bowtie rounds out 
the perfect hat. NEW

Distressed on the visors for style, mesh backs for a cool 
head, and velcro closures for easy adjusting, these fully 
custom hats have the heritage Product of Experience 
bowtie and contrast stitching adds to the look as well.

CH2230
NAVY
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This great looking custom hat 
provides a lot of style. The 
color grey/black is always a 
favorite combination. Then 
add the gold Bowties and 
now you have a customer 
favorite. 

CH2236 • NAVY
“Proud to be an American and proud to own a 
Chevrolet.” The perfect fitting hat delivering the 
perfect message: You can’t go wrong with this one! 
Unstructured front with embroidered patch-like 
flag. Also featuring contrast stitching and velcro 
closure for easy adjusting.

CH2328
BLACK 

CH2385
STONE 
This stretch fit brushed cotton hat 
sports the all new Chevy Gold Bowtie 
for a classic look and great feel. 
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CH2331
BROWN
This custom hat is the go anywhere hat. Made with soft 
mesh and sanded twill cloth for a rugged look. The 
Bowtie is highlighted with an extra layer behind it for 
a raised look. Realtree AP pattern under the bill for 
hidden camo excitement.

CH2326
GREY/BLACK
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CH2307
BROWN

CH2308
ORANGE

CH2309
CHARCOAL

CH2305
RED

CH2304
BLACK

CH2306
STEEL BLUE
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SPRAY WASH HATS
These 100% cotton twill hats have a custom treatment 
applied for maximum wearability and comfort. 
Featuring the Gold Bowtie on an unstructured front 
and a low profile style, they have a lived-in feel and 
velcro closures for easy adjusting.
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CH2292
WHITE
This all custom white FlexFit 
structured front hat features 
3D embroidery over a screen-
printed design. The clean, stark 
white material is enhanced with 
a special, tight-woven fabric 
(Sport-Tek 2) to keep it looking 
new for a long, long time.

CH2434
BLACK

CH2432
MARITIME BLUE

CH2433
STONE

CH2429
GREY/DRK GREY

CH2431
BLACK/GREYCH2430

WHITE/LT GREY

Mix it up in this street-worthy hat that 
sports a subtle contrast print on a low profile 
structured hat with a velcro strap. 

Thick stitching gives this cap noticeable character, while 
a washed finish keeps it comfortable. 100% cotton twill 
unstructured low profile self-fabric hideaway strap with 
metal D-ring slider
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CH2388
BLACK S/M

CH2388-1
BLACK L/XL

You can’t find a better hat than 
these stuctured mid profile hats. 
They feature a 6 panel Brushed 
cotton Twill with a Pre-curved Visor 
Edged with Piping. Also includes 
an adjustable velcro closure with 
contrast construction stitching.

These stretch fit structured hats 
make a statement with bright colors 
and white contrast piping. Clean and 
colorful. NEW

CH2379
BLACK

CH2380
GREY

These unstructured mid profile hats are engineered with 
a choice of sizes and a touch of spandex so you get just 
the right fit. The self-fabric sweatband gives more overall 
flexibility, while an enzyme wash gives it a lived-in look and 
feel. Comes in sizes S/M or L/XL.

CH2386
CHARCOAL S/M

CH2491
ROYAL

CH2386-1
CHARCOAL L/XL
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CH2490
ORANGE
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CH2367 • DENIM
Structured heavy wash 
denim with mesh back and 
velcro closure.

CH2368 • BROWN
Unstructured weathered 
hat with mesh back and 
velcro closure. USA. 

CH2492
GREEN
NEW
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CH2493
NAVY/RED
NEWA must buy for all Chevrolet 

fans. These unique colored 
mesh back caps are the hottest 
new style in headwear offering 
a distressed look with a Gold 
Bowtie.

CH2360
BLACK

CH2358 
GRAY These vintage look hats are products of 

experience with the original blue heritage 
bowtie on a structured front. velcro closure 
adds to the look and ease of adjustment of 
these great hats. 

CH2359
RED
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CH2452
BAMBOO

CH2455
CARROT

CH2457
NAVY

CH2456
WHITE

CH2453
RED

These Open Bowtie 100% cotton chino twill hats are filled with the 
everyday comfort you have been looking for. Featuring a contrasting 
sandwich bill and a flip buckle adjustable back strap.

CH2454
BLACK
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CH2402
GREY/BLACK
This grey and black 
structured hat features 
red contrast stitching 
and a uniquly scripted 
Chevrolet outlined in red 
stitching.

CH2353
REDCH2354

GREY

CH2489
WHITE

LESS IS MORE
These hats prove our statement 
as they stand out with striking 
simplicity. But don’t let their classic 
look fool you: we still packed them 
with 3D raised embroidery on an 
unstructured, brushed cotton twill, 
soft mesh back and velcro closures 
for a truly custom package that 
gives you more – so much more. 

A bold combination of black, white, and red, this soft 
brushed twill hat features the Chevrolet Gold Bowtie 
logo on a structured front with Chevrolet across the 
fitted back tops it off with the perfect stylish touch 
for a killer hat. NEW
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CR2383 
BLACK 
The new factory racing logo from Chevrolet just 
makes this bold colorful hat better. It features 
embroidery and cloth inlay work on the visor 
and sides. It has a velcro closure for comfort 
and is made of brushed cotton twill. 

CR2424
GREY/BLACK

CR2200
WHITE

CR2441
WHITE

CR2358
RED
This finish line hat is a one 
of a kind with a checkered 
flag brim and Open Bowtie 
Racing logo over a red front 
with a velcro closure. It 
stands as one of our best 
new hats of the year.

This hat has the classic racing style. The 
look and feel makes a pure Chevrolet Racing 
statement. Embroidery front to rear and 
side to side. Open Bowtie racing on a 100% 
brushed cotton twill with a velcro closure.

These great looking hat provides a lot of 
style. The contrasting colors with unique 
brim grip knobs are always a favorite 
combination. Then add the Open Bowtie 
Racing on a stretch fit back and you have a 
customer favorite. NEW

This hat shows obvious comfort with Open 
Bowtie Racing on a grey front. Red contrast 
stitching with black rear panels and a visor 
that fades from black to grey add unique 
style. Also features a velcro closure.
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CR2403
BLACK/YELLOW 

CR2444
GREY 

Step and Repeat logos on the front panels that 
blend out then add a cool visor with Chevrolet 
printed across it and not least but add a Gold 
Bowtie Racing logo, make it a FlexFit and you have 
a plan for a #1 selling hat.

A bold combination of grey, black, white, and red, this 
soft brushed twill hat features the Chevrolet Racing 
logo on a structured front with Chevrolet on the velcro 
closure. The racing ridges top it off with the perfect 
stylish touch for a killer hat. NEW

This racing classic fit hat by FlexFit is ideal 
for the gentleman race fan.  Featuring an 
Open Bowtie Racing to contrast the nylon 
moisture wicking fabric.

CR2432
GREY

CR2429
BURNT ORANGE

CR2349
GREY
NEW

This new burnt orange Chevrolet 
Racing hat features custom 
embroidered tribal designs on a 
100% brushed twill hat.

Chevy racing grey 
and black hat with 
embroidered accent 
lines running front 
to back with velcro 
clasp.
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CR2402 • BLACK
Checkered flag embroidery on the visor along with the 
factory racing Bowtie makes this all new brushed twill 
FlexFit hat the new go to hat while in the pits. 

CR2392
GREY

FACTORY RACING LOOK
This Carbon Fiber pattern look material is perfect to go with 

the Gold Bowtie Racing logo. This hat features a low profile 
smooth finished fit along with contrast stitch and color 

rolled under visor. It will be the newest best seller. 
You’d better get some now!

CR2397 • RED
Checkered flags mixed with energetic 
racing lines gives this hat an edge. The all 
new Factory Racing Logo from Chevrolet 
is featured on this all custom hat. velcro 
closure for easy adjusting. 

CR2425
CHARCOAL

CR2421
WHITE/ORANGE/BLACK
This brushed twill hat features grey highlights 
over an orange bill and white front with an Open 
Bowtie Racing patch and a velcro closure. A winning 
combination for any race fan.

This unstructured 
FlexFit hat features 
Chevy Racing on 
a Charcoal front 
highlighted with Grey 
and Red Accents on the 
bill. A must have for this 
race season.
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CR2384
BLACK
It’s hard to beat this all new Performance 
Material Moisture Management custom made 
FlexFit hat. It features the new factory racing 
logo embroidered on the front and back. Its all 
ready a crowd pleaser! 
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CR2394
RED 
This hat features a bold use of design and color. 
The base red then highlighted with black and white 
embroidery. Then completed with the Gold Bowtie 
Racing logo. Check out the FlexFit mesh back. This one 
is a must have! 

CR2443 • BLACK 
This brushed cotton twill hat with razor 
edge trim and racing logo is a solid fan 
favorite. NEW

Embrace the freedom of competition 
with this stars and stripes over a 
checkered flag design along with 
the soft feel of a completely custom 
brushed twill hat and velcro closure. 
NEW

Classic look for any 
occasion, this 
Chevrolet Racing 
structured 
front hat has 
Open Bowtie Racing 
off centered on the front 
in white as well as horizontally 
across a FlexFit back. NEW

CR2442
BLACK

CR2445
RED WHITE BLUE
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CR2446
BLACK

CR2422
GREY/BLACK

CR2273
RED/WHITE/BLUE

CR2427
BLACK

CR2317
GREY/BLACK

Bring the heat with this 
custom designed Chevrolet 
Racing hat; a heavy structured 
hat with silver highlights 
traced in red create an eye 
catching combo on this super 
seller which also features a 
velcro clasp. NEW

Get in the Winner’s Circle with this soft brushed 
twill hat. Chevrolet Racing is embroidered over a 
structured front and an embroidered checkered 
visor makes you a winner every time you wear 
it. The hat also features a velcro closure for easy 
adjusting. NEW

Show your American spirit 
with this American flag 
Chevrolet Racing hat. 
Featuring an embroidered 
American flag over a white 
twill cap.

This unique Chevrolet 
Racing hat features 
red and white cutout 
over a grey hat with 
a black brim. Sure to 
add some flair to any 
racing t-shirt!

This hat shows speed through 
style and color. The movement 
of the color from front to back 
gives the impression that 
you are on the move. A 100% 
brushed twill with a velcro 
closure.
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CR2389
KHAKI

The Gold BowtieRacing logo has 
been added to these custom 
made hats. They are a soft chino 
twill cloth with a pre-curved 
visor. These are the hats worn 
by the drivers and teams. 

This tan hat has 
embroidered tone on 
tone flames and black 
highlights. Including an 
Open Bowtie Racing.

CR2391
BLACK

CR2415
BLACK/GREY

CR2448
DENIM

CR2414
WHITE/LT GREY

CR2431
TAN/BLACK

Mix it up in this street-worthy hat that 
sports a subtle contrast print on a low 
profile structured hat with a velcro 
closure. 

CR2413
GREY/DRK GREY

This washed denim hat features a retro 
Chevrolet Racing patch with red contrast 
stitching on the brim. Also includes a 
mesh back and plastic snap closure.
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CR2326
RED

CR2325
GREY

LESS IS MORE 
These transition series hats feature 
an unstructured 100% cotton twill 
hat with a Chevrolet Racing logo 
and a velcro closure.
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CR2428
GREY

CR2409
OIL RUBBED

This unstructured 6 panel waxed cotton 
canvas hat is the ultimate in comfort 
and style with water resistant top and 
precurved visor, also featuring a self strap 
metal buckle closure.

CR2423
BLACKThis grey FlexFit racing cap with black 

highlights is sure to add contrast and style to 
any race day attire. This Chevrolet Racing hat 

features white contrast on a 
black hat with 2 tone bill and 
velcro strap.

CR2449 • BLACK 
This Heritage Chevrolet racing hat is unique and trendy. 

Featuring contrast stitching on the brim with a Gold Bowtie 
accent. The snap closure with Est. 1911 tag rounds out this 

winning hat. NEW
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CH2270 • BLACK 
The Black Beauty of hats, the SS 
logo is exhibited on a sleek fabric 
for the smooth, new look all the 
time. Featuring a structured front 
and FlexFit back. The aptly placed 
contrast stitching completes the 
look and leaves you with a hat for 
those who appreciate a great ride 
and a great hat.

CH2323 • GREY/BLACK
A striking 3D Embroidered SS logo. Featuring a 
contrast rollover underbill and stitched eyelets, 
this hat is unique and eye catching with contrast 
pinstripes for a fashionable edge, and a structured 
front for a consistent hat shape.

MC201-SS
RED

MC200-SS
BLACK

This SS hat contain a red front 
and black flexfit back. The grey bill 
adds a contrast and style. The off 
center SS logo help make this hat 
the perfect addition to your hat 
collection.

This hat provides unique style 
on a black hat. The single panel 
highlights a racing stripe under an 
SS logo and is rounded off with a 
velcro clasp.
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CH2324
GREY

This hat has been custom made out of performance 
material to match the performance of its logo “SS”. 

The fabric has a sleek and smooth finish and is an 
all new type. Add a sandwich visor combined with a 

low profile look for fit and you have one cool SS hat. 
Introducing the all NEW line of SS merchandise.

MC203-SS
RED

MC202-SS
ROYAL

CH2435
BLACK/WHITE

CH2436
GREY/RED

CH2437
ARMY/GOLD

These SS hats are heavy washed for an extreme soft feel 
and a low tight fit. The heavy contrast stitch and velcro 
clasp adds to these already great looking hats. Check out 
the rubbed visors “Pre Aged”. 

These SS hats feature a black brim 
with contrasting thread with velcro 
clasp to match the hat. This hat 
provides the style and comfort you 
have been looking for.
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CH2419
BLACK

CH2404
GREY

CH2451
GREY

CH2418
RED

CH2446
WHITE

CH2447
RED

CH2445
BLACK

This new Z28 hat shows how a simple 
design can shine. It features a 6 panel hat 
with a sandwich visor and a buckle clasp.

This black hat with a grey bill and red 
and white contrast stitching. It features 
a Z/28 logo over a frayed red base and a 
velcro strap.

This 100% cotton structured 
hat with an off center Z/28 
logo, chino twill, contrasting 
sandwich bill with contrast 
Peak & Stream Piping and 
matching adjustable self 
back strap. ed.

This Z/28 hat contains a red 
front and grey back. The 
carbon fiber bill and velcro 
clasp adds a contrast and 
style that ensures this one 
to be in the victory lane.

Give your hat collection an upgrade with 
this Z/28 visor that contains red and 
black racing stripes over a grey base 
and a velcro closure.
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CH2420
GREY

CH2421
GREY

CH2416
BLACK CH2417

GREY

CH2450
BLUE/GREYCH2449

BLACK/GREYCH2448
RED/GREY

This 6 panel structured hat features a Gold 
Bowtie Camaro on a chino twill with contrast 
stitching and a flip buckle clasp to keep you 
looking and feeling cool.

What a great hat for the Camaro family! This 
Camaro hat is designed with an embroidered 
Camaro patch on the front. Camaro is also 
embroidered on the velcro clasp.

CH2355 • BLACK
This ZL1 shows how sleek and simple design 
can shine. It features amazing contasting lines 
that help the ZL1 to stand out from the design. 
The velcro closure and Gold Bowtie on the back 
complete this perfect hat. 

This 2 tone ZL1 hat 
with red contrast 
stitching and a velcro 
clasp is sure to turn 
heads.  The bill lets us 
know that it is barely 
street legal.

This one of a 
kind ZL1 hat 
features a 
red bill and a 
velcro clasp. It 
is sure winner 
combining 
comfort and 
style.
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CT2034
SILVERADO HD

CT2055
NAVY

CT2056
BLACK

This structured mid
profile Realtree 
Advantage
Max 4D hats feature 
the Silverado Gold 
Bowtie HD with 
velcro closure for 
easy adjusting and 
soft cotton twill for 
maximum comfort. 

This structured mid profile Chevy Trucks 
hat features a brown brushed twill hat 
with a Realtree camo trim on the brim. 
velcro closure for easy adjusting. NEW

This stretch fit Chevy Trucks Realtree Camo hat 
is as comfortable and unique as they come. Get 
these hats while they last, they are moving fast. 
NEW

CT2073
REALTREE

CT2072
BROWN
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REALTREE APC HATS
This colored Realtree® 6 panel Low Profile 
Unstructured hat with a Nylon Mesh Back and a 
Pre-curved Visor.

This Chevy Trucks structured mid profile 
Rbrushed twill hat features an off-center Gold 
Bowtie Chevy Trucks with velcro closures for 
easy adjusting. NEW

CT2071
BLACK
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CT2022
REALTREE 
With a frayed Bowtie over 
a Realtree camo underlay 
in the bill and a camo back, 
this Chevy Trucks hat shows 
off the elements of any 
camo-sporting fan; rugged, 
determined, and not afraid 
of the dirt. Now featuring the 
new Gold Bowtie and a velcro 
closure for easy adjusting.

CT2049
REALTREE
Here is a pro-style mid 
profile Realtree AP hat 
with the Gold Bowtie Chevy 
Trucks on a structured 
front. Combining a brushed 
cotton twill and a mesh 
back, it gives you a soft feel 
and keeps your head cool. 
velcro closure for easy 

adjusting.

CT2050
REALTREE
Check out this brushed cotton twill Realtree 
AP hat with the Gold Bowtie Chevy Trucks 
on an unstructured front. Featuring heavy 
contrast stitching and velcro closure for easy 
adjusting.

CT2057
TEAM REALTREE 
This Realtree® camo hat features a  6 panel 
structured hat with a pre-curved visor and 
Adjustable Hook/Loop Tape Closure and Team 
Realtree® Visor Logo. 

OUTDOOR LINE
These structured mid profile Realtree 
Advantage Max 4D hats feature velcro closures 
for easy adjusting and soft cotton twill for 
maximum comfort.

CT2048
REALTREE
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CH2202 • CAMO
Sanded soft twill and 
Realtree AP camo and 
featuring a velcro back 
for easy adjusting, this 
hat has an oil rubbed 
back for a genuine look 
and feel.

CH2443
OILFIELD CAMO
These hats combine 
a Gold Bowtie and 
oilfield images to 
form this cool camo 
print on a 6 panel 
structured 100% 
cotton twill hat. 
NEW

CH2444
OILFIELD CAMO
These hats combine 
a Gold Bowtie and 
oilfield images to 
form this cool camo 
print on a mesh 
back 100% cotton 
twill hat. NEW
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CH2485
DIGITAL CAMO

CH2486
DIGITAL CAMO MESH BACK

CT2063
STONE
This Silverado hat is heavy washed for an 
extreme soft feel and a low tight fit. The 
heavy contrast stitch adds to these already 
great looking hats. Check out the rubbed 
visors “Pre Aged”. A velcro closure makes it 
easy to adjust for head size.

DIGITAL CAMO
These army digital camo supreme low profile hats are acu digital 
camouflage. They are a comfortable 100% brushed cotton twill ball 
cap in both mesh and solid back versions. NEW
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CH2357 • CAMO
Hide in plain site! This structured Realtree 
camo hat is printed to keep you hidden in 
all enviornments. Features a velcro closure 
and Gold Bowtie front and back. NEW

CH2266
CAMO

These structured, mid profile hats feature 
the Realtree AP camo print and Gold Bowtie 
and buckle closure for a great look on high 
quality hats.

CH2243 • CAMO
Don’t blow your cover! 
This structured 
camo hat is printed 
in Realtree AP and 
custom embroidered 
with a raised Chevrolet 
bowtie.

CH2396
CAMO
These open bowite camo hats feature a 
camo pattern under an Open Bowtie on a 
100% cotton twill hat with a velcro closure. 
Get these hats while they last because 
they are going fast.  NEW
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These low profile hats with Realtree AP Camo 
features wildlife animals on a brushed cotton poly 
blend hat with a velcro closure. A must have for 
every outdoorsman.

CH2438
CAMO BASS

CH2440
CAMO DUCK

CH2442
CAMO ELK

CH2439
CAMO DEER CH2441

CAMO TURKEY
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CR2408
REALTREE XTRA

CR2412
REALTREE XTRA MESHBACK

These Realtree® XTRA 
camo hats feature a 6 
panel front with the all 
new Gold Bowtie Racing 
logo. Pre-curved visor and 
plastic snap closure make 
these a sure hit.

This Realtree camo on a structured brushed 
cotton twill hat with checkered flag accents on 
the bill is the perfect addition to this Open Bowtie 
Racing hat. NEW

REALTREE RACING FLEXFIT
100% cotton Twill custom flexfit hat with Realtree AP 
Camo with all new Gold Bowtie Racing Logo.

CR2401
CAMO RACING

CR2447
CAMO RACING

CR2324
OPEN BOWTIE RACING
This structured FlexFit camo hat is 
printed in Realtree AP and custom 
embroidered with Open Bowtie 
Racing. NEW
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ADD YOUR DEALER LOGO TO THESE HATS 
FOR ONLY $2.00 MORE (MINIMUM OF 12). 

See Page 74 FOR ANY ADDITIONAL DETAILS.

CH2204
Chevrolet Open Bowtie 
cotton twill hat with velcro 
closure.

SMOOTH FINISH
These hats are made from 100% washed cotton twill. They are low profile with 
6 panels and velcro closure. We took some of the bells and whistles off our 
custom hats in order to give you an entry level but very nice hat. They will work 
at retail as well as a “Give Me” give away. The best news is that they’re priced 
at a VERY LOW $4.95 each. There is no reason not to stock up on these hats!

CH2160
BLACK

CH2159
BLUE

CH2161
STONE

CH2162
RED

DEALER PERSONALIZATION AVAILABLE: SEE PAGE 144
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CH2063
NAVY

SOFT FEEL
FOR ADDED COMFORT

CH2065
BLACK

These Classic Chevrolet hats have an 
exceptionally soft feel for added comfort. 
Unstructured, low profile, 6 panel hat with 
velcro closure.

100% washed cotton twill mesh back hat. Low profile 
hats with pre-curved visor and adjustable plastic snap 
tab closure.

CH2064
MAROON

CH2067
BROWN

CH2068
ATHLETIC GOLD

CH2066
STONE

CH2073
BROWN MESH

CH2072
SLATE BLUE MESH

CH2071
NAVY MESH

CH2074
FOREST GREEN MESH

CH2069
STONE MESH

CH2070
MAROON MESH

LOW PROFILE THAT DELIVERS

DEALER PERSONALIZATION AVAILABLE: SEE PAGE 145
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CH2185
BLACK

DP2185
BLACK

CH2184
GRAPHITE

DP2184
GRAPHITE

CH2183
KHAKI

DP2183
KHAKI

CT2061
LT. BROWN

DP2384
LT. BROWNYou can’t go wrong with 

this classic, basic beanie. 
Comes in three different 
colors. USA.

An outdoor favorite 
that’s pigment-dyed and 
garment washed for a 
mellow look and soft feel. 
It is sure to keep you dry 
and in the shade.

Made from fine knit fabric, 
these three comfortable caps 
feature the new Gold Bowtie 
Chevrolet logo over stylish 
stripes. USA.

CH2313
FLAT BLACK

DP2313
FLAT BLACK

CH2314
STONE NAVY

DP2314
STONE NAVY

CT2062
BLACK

CH2465
BLACK

CH2466
KHAKI

DP2385
BLACK

CH2312
ATHLETIC OXFORD

DP2312
ATHLETIC OXFORD

H
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R
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CH2476 | COOL STRAW
Basket woven sea grass makes this All New sun 
hat the best for all around outdoor use. On the 
inside it is finished with a terry cloth stretch 
sweatband. On the out side it features a draw 
string to cinch down in the wind along with a 
sewn edge on the visor for durability. Since it is 
sea grass it will repel the rain. One size fits most. CH2356 | CAMO

Our sun visor covered with 
Realtree camo provides a 
great look and will protect 
your eyes and nose from 
the sun. Adjustable velcro 
closure.

CH2405 | CAMO
This visor will be your 
go to visor. With its good 
looking stitching and 
camo trim along with a 
3D embroidered raised 
bowtie you will see what 
I am talking about once 
you get it on. Adjustable 
velcro closure.

CH2210
ORANGE

CH2212
BLACKCH2209

STONE
CH2211
YELLOW

CH2477
This boonie hat has everything you’re looking for in a 
hat. It offers sun protection and the wide brim design 
shields your face from the sun’s harmful rays. The 
wicking band keeps you cool and dry on hot summer 
days. Experience a customized fit with an adjustable 
toggle at the back and an adjustable chin strap. 

Keep the sun out of your eyes with these 
custom visors. Finished with reflective 
mesh trim for a sporting look along with an 
adjustable velcro stretchable elastic closure 
for a constant sure fit.

VISORS
Great looking classic visor 
with embroidered bowtie 
for added style. Tuck strap 
slide closure. Import.

CR2435
CHARCOAL

CR2436
WHITE
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CR2438
FACTORY RACING

CR2437
CORVETTE RACING

CR2440
CORVETTE RACING

CR2439
CORVETTE RACING

Become part of Corvette Racing’s winning team with this soft brushed 
twill hat. Corvette Racing is embroidered over a structured front and an 
embroidered checkered visor makes you a winner every time you wear 
it. The hat also features a velcro closure for easy adjusting. NEW

Classic look for any occasion, this 
Corvette Racing structured front hat 
has the cross flags Corvette Racing 
logo off centered on the front over a 
black and red sandwiched visor and a 
FlexFit back. NEW

Brighten up your day with this bold and exciting Corvette 
Racing hat with the Corvette Racing logo on a structured 
yellow front. Also featuring a contrasting yellow and black 
brim and an adjustable velcro closure. A perfect addition to 
any hat collection. NEW

This all new and unique Corvette Racing hat is sure to turn heads.  It 
features the Corvette Racing logo over a white structured front with 
contrasting eyelets and grey back with a velcro closure. The most 
unique aspect of this hat is the tone on tone Corvette Racing step 
and repeat pattern across the brim. NEW
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CR1364
CORVETTE WHITE

Our Corvette Racing design makes a statement loud and 
clear. Corvette Racing logo on the front and back of this 
Preshrunk 100% cotton black t-shirt. Available in sizes 
Medium through 4XL. USA

CR1365
FACTORY RACING

This Corvette Racing shirt boasts the newest 
Stingray design, sure to turn heads wherever you 
go. 100% cotton T-Shirt. Available in sizes Medium 
through 2XL, USA. 

CR1358
CORVETTE
NEW

Our Corvette Racing design makes a statement loud and 
clear. Corvette Racing logo on the front and back of this 
Preshrunk 100% cotton white t-shirt. Available in sizes 
Medium through 2XL. USA
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CW2006
BLACK NEON GREEN

CW2005
RED

CW2007
GREY

CW2001
BURNT ORANGE
This sleek hat features a 3D embroidered Mr. 
Crosswrench on a structured front and Chevrolet 
Racing embroidered underneath. As an added 
bonus, the FlexFit makes this mid-profile hat 
wearable by anyone. NEWYou will turn heads with this hat that features a 

neon green 3D embroidered Mr. Crosswrench on 
a structured front with contrast stitching on the 
bill. The snap closure on a mesh back ensures 
comfort. NEW

Keep your head cool with these mesh back hats 
featuring a 3D embroidered Mr. Crosswrench on a 
structured front. These hats have velcro closures 
for easy adjusting and a stylish “pinstripe” on the 
bill for a great look. NEW

Mr. Crosswrench is featured in an off center 3D raised design. 
A FlexFit grey hat for your Crosswrench Cravings. The back is 
accented with a custom Crosswrench patch.  NEW

H
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R
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CW2000
BLACK
This 100% custom hat features our newly 
updated Mr. Crosswrench embroidered over a 
debossed Mr. Crosswrench. The FlexFit back 
with Chevrolet Racing embroidered on the back 
is a smash hit. NEW

This hat features our newly updated 3D 
embroidered Mr. Crosswrench over Realtree camo. 
The mesh back with a snap closure is bright and 
impressive. NEW

Our digital camo Mr. Crosswrench is 
sure to blend you into any surrounding. 
NEW

CW2003
BLACK CAMO
This rugged Mr. Crosswrench hat comes 
with a camo Mr. Crosswrench patch on an 
unstructured front and a rugged style bill. 
Open Bowtie Racing velcro closure ensures 
easy adjusting and comfort. NEW

CW2004
CAMO CROSSWRENCH

CW2002
NEON CAMO

H
EADW

EAR
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CW1001
RACE IT
NEW

CW1005
RACE STRIPE
NEW

T-
SH

IR
TS

Mr. Crosswrench in a way you’ve never seen before. 
This redefined legend comes on a black, 100% 
preshrunk cotton tee. Available in sizes Medium 
through 3XL, USA.

Race it Like you Stole it with Mr. Goggles on this 
hot new 100% preshrunk cotton prairie dust tee. 
Available in sizes Small through 3XL.

CW1002
BLACK CROSSWRENCH
NEW

CW1003
WHITE CROSSWRENCH
NEW

Our new and improved Mr. Crosswrench featured on these Preshrunk 100% 
cotton T-Shirt. Black: Available in sizes Small through 3XL, White: Available in 
sizes Small through 3XL, USA.
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CW1004
SPEED SHOP
NEW

This authentic Chevrolet Speed Shop shirt is sure to 
turn heads, with a winged Mr Crosswrench piston. 
Preshrunk 100% cotton black t-shirt. Available in 
sizes Medium through 3XL. 

Carbon Fiber Crosswrench is sure to turn heads 
on this white Preshrunk 100% cotton t-shirt. 
Available in sizes Medium through 3XL, USA.

CW1006
WHITE CROSSWRENCH
NEW

CH1364
CHEVY NATION
NEW

Nothing shows off Stars and Stripes better than this 
100% Preshrunk cotton Chevy Heartbeat of America 
Tee. Available in sizes Medium through 2XL.

CH1360
CHEVROLET GARAGE
NEW

Be a trendsetter with this “Chevrolet 
Garage” crossed piston shirt. Preshrunk 
100% cotton. Available in sizes Medium 
through 3XL, USA.

T-SH
IRTS
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Retro “We Use Genuine Chevrolet Parts” Sign 
t-shirt.  A little nostalgia goes a long way. Distressed 

print on a Preshrunk cotton t-shirt. Available in sizes 
Medium through 3XL, USA. 

T-
SH

IR
TS CH1332

GENUINE PARTS

CH1353
SUPER SERVICE
NEW

Distressed print for a vintage feel on a Preshrunk 
100% cotton t-shirt. Any true fan can appreciate this 

American Original Motor Racing t-shirt. Available in sizes 
Medium through 3XL, USA.

CR1311
AMERICAN ORIGINAL

Relive the days of neon signs and cruisin with your 
main squeeze in this Chevrolet Super Service t-shirt. 
Preshrunk 100% cotton Available in sizes Medium 
through 3XL, USA.

CR1360
AMERICAN BULLDOG
NEW

Our American Bulldog Big Dog shirt is sure to bring out 
your inner patriot with this downhome classic. Preshrunk 
100% cotton black T-Shirt. Available in sizes Small 
through 3XL, USA. 
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This American Classic Pinup t-shirt is a 
genuine classic for all Chevrolet fanatics. 
Preshrunk cotton t-shirt. Available in sizes 
Small through 3XL, USA. 

T-SH
IRTS

CH1329
CLASSIC PINUP

CR1288
MOTOR RACING CO.

Live fast and Drive Hard resounds in the hearts of all 
racing fans. Now brought to life with a staple symbol 
of our nations pride the eagle. Available in sizes 
Medium through 2XL, USA.

Wear this All-Star American pinup t-shirt and 
showcase your American Pride. Preshrunk cotton 
t-shirt. Available in sizes Small through 3XL, USA. 

CH1328
AMERICAN PRIDE
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Get into the American Spirit with this Chevrolet Racing 
Heartland Shield design. Preshrunk 100% cotton t-shirt 
for maximum comfort.  Available in sizes Medium 
through 3XL, USA.

CR1285
HEARTLAND SHIELD

CR1199
WINNING BRAND

Show off the winning streak with this new Chevy V8 
Win 12 Straight NASCAR Manufacturers Champion 
t-shirt. 100% cotton T-Shirt. Available in sizes 
Medium through 3XL, USA. 

CR1357
12 STRAIGHT
NEW

T-
SH

IR
TS

Chevrolet is the MOST Winning Brand in NASCAR History! 
This Preshrunk 100% cotton black t-shirt lets everyone 
know. Available in sizes Small through 3XL, USA. 
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CR1351
POWER PERFORMANCE
NEW

Chevrolet Power Performance Domination. This 
statement says it all! This design features the best 

fuel injected engine out there. Preshrunk 100% cotton 
Available in sizes Small through 3XL, USA.

CR1350
FACTORY RACING

Our Chevrolet Racing design makes a statement loud and 
clear. Chevrolet Racing logo on the front and back of this 
Preshrunk 100% cotton black t-shirt. Available in sizes 
Small through 4XL. USA

CR1306
FACTORY RACING

CH1330
AMERICAN PINUP

T-SH
IRTS

This shirt will bring out your inner Patriot.  
Featuring your favorite American Mechanic 
Pinup. Preshrunk cotton t-shirt. Available in sizes 
Small through 3XL, USA. 

Our Chevrolet Racing design makes a statement loud and 
clear. Chevrolet Racing logo on the front and back of this 
Preshrunk 100% cotton black t-shirt. Available in sizes 
Small through 3XL. USA
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The Heartbeat of America beats freedom 
with the new Chevy Nation design. 
Preshrunk 100% cotton t-shirt. Available in 
sizes Medium through 3XL, USA.

This Open Bowtie Chevrolet burnout tee shows 
variations in color that will make it your favorite 
vintage t-shirt. 50/50 cotton poly blend. Available in 
sizes Small through 2XL.

T-
SH

IR
TS CH1351

SPEED SHOP

CH1281
CHEVY NATION

CH1359
CHEVROLET BURNOUT

Chevrolet Speed Shop throwback now featured 
on a 100% preshrunk blue cotton t-shirt. 
Available in sizes Small through 3XL, USA. 
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Show your tribal flair with this Classic Tribal Razor 
is cutting edge on this white Preshrunk 100% cotton 
t-shirt. Available in sizes Medium through 3XL, USA.

CR1088
TRIBAL RACING

CR1359
KEEP CALM
NEW

This motivational shirt is here to remind us, Keep 
Calm and Race On. Preshrunk 100% cotton t-shirt. 
Available in sizes Medium through 3XL, USA.

CR1349
BIG DOG

Our newest Big Dog shirt is sure to turn heads with our 
larger than life Jack Russell, Spike. Preshrunk 100% 
cotton black T-Shirt. Available in sizes Small through 
3XL, USA. 

CR1313
REVOLUTION

This Every Revolution has a Leader t-shirt shows us the 
leader is obviously Chevy Racing. Preshrunk 100% cotton 
black T-Shirt. Available in sizes Small through 3XL. 
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CH1020
BLACK

CH1021
WHITE

BOWTIE CHEVROLET STYLE
No Chevrolet fan should be without these classic t-shirts featuring the 
Gold Bowtie. Preshrunk 100% cotton Chevy Gold Bowtie T-Shirt. Black: 
Available in sizes Small through 4XL, White: Small through 2XL, USA.

Find the finish line with this Chevrolet Racing 
Checkered Flag black t-shirt. Featured on a 
Preshrunk 100% cotton t-shirt. Available in sizes 
Small through 3XL, USA.

CR1290
FINISH LINE

An old classic, “You Can’t Beat What You Can’t Catch” 
races back to the catalog with speed and fervor. 
Preshrunk 100% cotton t-shirt. Available in sizes 
Small through 3XL, USA.

CR1007
CAN’T CATCH

T-
SH

IR
TS
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The Scorched Piston is hot. This custom colored 
t-shirt will be turning heads everywhere you go. 
Preshrunk 100% cotton. Available in sizes Medium 
through 3XL, USA.

CH1363
WANNA RACE
NEW

CH1365
Z/28
NEW

CR1271
SCORCHED PISTON

Our Z/28 wanna race shirt will bring out the 
fiercest of competitors. It is featured on a 
Preshrunk 100% cotton t-shirt. Available in 
sizes Medium through 2XL, USA.

The all-new Z/28 available in a classic black 
t-shirt. Preshrunk 100% cotton, Available in sizes 
Medium through 2XL, USA. 
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This amazing ZL1 is available in a classic 
black t-shirt. Preshrunk 100% cotton, 
Available in sizes Medium through 3XL, USA. 

CH1309
ZL1

CH1298
CAMARO

CH1306
BARELY STREET LEGAL

Use the Force be Unstoppable. This Camaro 
Nationwide series racecar t-shirt is sure to turn heads. 
Preshrunk 100% cotton black T-Shirt. Available in sizes 
Small through 3XL, USA.

CR1309
NATIONWIDET-

SH
IR

TS

The hot ZL1 Camaro, the fastest production 
Camaro ever built is now featured on a Preshrunk 
100% cotton t-shirt. Available in sizes Small 
through 2XL, USA.

This shirt is essential for the Camaro owner. This great 
looking t-shirt embraces Camaro performance and 
heritage. Preshrunk 100% cotton. Available in sizes 
Medium through 2XL, USA.
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This shirt is perfect for the Chevrolet enthusiast. This 
great looking t-shirt will make it a year to remember with 
the heraldic design and perfect blend of cotton. Available 
in sizes Medium through 2XL, USA.

CH1334
LIVE FAST

CR1067
AMERICAN SPIRIT

Break out the red, white, and blue spirit with 
this Chevrolet All-American Racing t-shirt. 
Preshrunk 100% cotton. Available in sizes 
Medium through 4XL.

CH1254
SS

A Classic black SS shirt! 3D Chiseled Graphics 
on Preshrunk 100% cotton. Available in sizes 
Medium through 3XL, USA.
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Show your friends that you can Run with 
the Big Dogs. Preshrunk 100% cotton t-shirt. 
Available in sizes Medium through 3XL, USA

CR1135
BIG DOGS

CR1272
POWERING WINNERS

The best-selling engine t-shirt just got better. Now 
with a fully illustrated NASCAR/Chevrolet Fuel injected 
engine on Preshrunk 100% cotton. Available in sizes 
Small through 3XL, USA.

CR1353
RACING BURNOUT

This Open Bowtie Racing burnout tee is 
sure to be your favorite vintage t-shirt.  
50/50 cotton poly blend. Available in sizes 
Small through 2XL.

T-
SH

IR
TS
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Chevrolet breaks the competition with this 
Broken Rod Eagle t-shirt on Preshrunk 100% 
cotton. Available in sizes Medium through 
3XL. USA. 

CR1299
BROKEN ROD

CR1352
PISTON RACING

The classic, Cruisin Sports original Tribal Razor 
on a white t-shirt. Preshrunk 100% cotton. 
Available in sizes Medium through 3XL, USA.

CR1183
TRIBAL RACING

Our newest addition to the Chevy Racing line features 
a distressed Chevy Racing piston art on a 100% 
preshrunk white cotton t-shirt. Available in sizes 
Medium through 2XL, USA. 

T-SH
IRTS

Get immersed into the Chevrolet Heritage with 
this American Original t-shirt. Preshrunk 100% 
cotton and a classic design. Available in sizes Small 
through 3XL, USA. 

CH1300
AMERICAN ORIGINAL
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CT1015
BROWN 

CT103
BLACK

CT1017
TEXAS ORANGE

CT104
WHITE

CLASSIC CHEVY TRUCKS
These classic Chevy Truck bestsellers give a sharp look to the wearer. 
Preshrunk 100% cotton t-shirt. Available in sizes Medium through 2XL, USA.

T-
SH

IR
TS
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CT1023
RAT ROD
NEW

CT1022
SILVERADO
NEW

CT1024
CHEVROLET TRUCKS
NEW

Let everyone know that you are Silverado Strong with 
this stylish Silverado t-shirt. Preshrunk 100% cotton 
t-shirt. Available in sizes Medium through 3XL, USA.

This vintage Chevy Garage t-shirt takes you 
back to the days of rat rods and hot rods. 
Preshrunk 100% cotton t-shirt Available in sizes 
Small through 3XL, USA.

A modern take on a classic Chevy Truck with the 
Chevrolet heritage logo. Preshrunk 100% cotton 
Available in sizes Medium through 3XL, USA.

T-SH
IRTS

Chevrolet Trucks started in 1918 and has been setting 
the bar high ever since. Preshrunk 100% cotton 
t-shirt. Available in sizes Medium through 2XL, USA.

CT1021
HERITAGE TRUCK
NEW
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The best-selling engine t-shirt just got better. Now 
with a NASCAR/Chevrolet R07 Fuel Injected engine 
on Preshrunk 100% cotton. Available in sizes Small 
through 2XL, USA.

The hot ZL1 Camaro, the fastest production 
Camaro ever built is now featured on a 
Preshrunk 100% cotton t-shirt. Available in sizes 
Small through 3XL, USA.

Any true fan can appreciate this American 
Original Motor Racing t-shirt. Preshrunk 
100% cotton. Available in sizes Medium 
through 3XL, USA.

Get immersed into the Chevrolet Heritage with this 
preshrunk 100% cotton and a classic design for a 
nostalgic yet up-to-date style. Available in sizes Small 
through 3XL, USA.

CR1302
INJECTED

CR1317
AMERICAN ORIGINAL

CH1310
AMERICAN TRADITION

CH1311
BARELY STREET LEGAL

LO
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Live Fast and Drive Hard resounds in the hearts 
of all racing fans. Given life with a staple symbol 
of our pride, the eagle. Available in sizes Medium 
through 3XL, USA.

New Gold Bowtie Racing longsleeve t-shirt. 
Preshrunk 100% cotton t-shirt. Available in 
sizes Medium through 3XL. USA.

CR1347
GOLD BOWTIE RACING

CR1318
MOTOR RACING

LON
GSLEEVE T-SH

IRTS

CH1346
AMERICAN PRIDE

CH1347
PINUP FLAG

Wear this All-Star American pinup longsleeve 
t-shirt and showcase your American Pride. 
Preshrunk cotton. Available in Sizes Medium 
through 3XL, USA. 

This longsleeve t-shirt will bring out your inner 
Patriot.  Featuring your favorite American Mechanic 
Pinup. Preshrunk cotton. Available in Sizes Medium 
through 3XL, USA. 
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New Gold Bowtie Racing. Featured on a 
full zippered hooded sweatshirt. Available 
in sizes Small through 3XL. USA

Gold Bowtie sweatshirt. Featured on a full 
zippered hooded sweatshirt. Available in 
sizes Small through 3XL. USA

CT4000
BLACK

CR4071
BLACK

CH4118
BLACK

CW4001
BLACK

H
OO

DI
ES

Chevrolet Mr. Crosswrench racing stripe featured 
on a full zipped hooded sweatshirt. Available in 
sizes Small through 3XL, USA.

Chevrolet Silverado postcard design combines 
the down home nostalgic feel with Silverado 
power. Available in sizes Small through 3XL. 
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New Gold Bowtie Racing sweatshirt. 
Preshrunk 100% cotton sweatshirt. 
Available in sizes Small through 3XL. USA

Chevrolet Speed Shop throwback featured on a 
Preshrunk 100% cotton sweatshirt. Available in 
sizes Small through 3XL, USA.

CH4117
BLACK

CR4070
BLACK

CH4270
BLACK

SW
EATSH

IRTS

CH4280
BLACK

Gold Bowtie sweatshirt. Preshrunk 
100% cotton sweatshirt. Available in 
sizes Small through 3XL. USA

The American Original design is truly original! 
Printed on a 100% cotton zip hooded sweatshirt. 
Available in sizes Small through 3XL.
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With a grid-like texture, this durable, smartly priced polo wicks 
moisture and controls odor--making it a favorite for team uniforming.

• 4.28-ounce, 100% polyester
• Flat knit collar
• 3-button placket with dyed-to-match buttons
• Self-fabric piping at placket and cuffs
• Set-in, open hem sleeves

A. CH3413 CELADON BLUE

B. CH3422  YELLOW

C. CH3414 AUTUMN ORANGE

D. CH3421 WHITE 

E. CH3420 TRUE ROYAL

F. CH3419 TRUE NAVY

G. CH3418  TAN

H. CH3415 BATTLESHIP GREY

I. CH3417 ENGINE RED

J. CH3416 BLACK

G. H. I. J.

POLOS
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Achieve the pinnacle of performance in this style that pairs a rich diamond texture 
with Nike Sphere Dry moisture management technology. The ultramodern fabric has a 
“bumpy” inside surface that minimizes cling by allowing only a portion of the shirt to 
come in contact with the skin. Perfect for any occasion, this exceptional shirt is designed 
for maximum movement and increased air flow. Finished with a self-fabric collar and 
open hem sleeves. Features a three-button placket. Pearlized buttons are selected to 
complement the shirt color. The contrast Swoosh design trademark is embroidered on 
the left sleeve. 100% polyester.

Take comfort to the next level with Nike superior moisture wicking fabric 
technology. The stitch-trimmed shoulder panels and gussets make a 
distinctive difference. Flat knit collar, three-button placket and open hem 
sleeves. Pearlized buttons are selected to complement the shirt color. Made 
of 4.7-ounce, 100% polyester moisture wicking fabric. Available in men and 
women styles. M-XXL. Special order up to 4XL.

NIKE SPHERE DRY DIAMOND

CH3390
VARSITY RED

CH3385
LIGHT BLUEBERRY

CH3384
VARSITY RED

CH3389
LIGHT BLUEBERRY

CH3387
BLACK

CH3391
BLACK

CH3388
MIDNIGHT NAVY

CH3392
MIDNIGHT NAVY

CH3386
WHITE

CH3289
WHITE

CH3291
WHITE

CH3290
BLACK

CH3293
BLACK

CH3288
RED

CH3292
RED

CH3393
WHITE

MENS

MENS

WOMENS

WOMENS

NIKE CLASSIC POLOS

FABRIC TEXTURE

FABRIC TEXTURE

*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.

*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.

PO
LO

S

DEALER PERSONALIZATION AVAILABLE: SEE PAGE 146
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CH3394 MEAN GREEN

CH3395 VALOR BLUE

CH3396 ANTHRACITE

CH3397 CORNSILK

CH3398 BLACK

CH3399 BLUE SAPPHIRE

CH3412 NAVY

CH3401 WHITE

CH3402 VARSITY RED

MENS

WOMENS

Stay cool when things heat up. 
Engineered with Dri-FIT fabric which 
provides moisture management 
technology. This comfortable micro 
pique polo has an exceptionally soft 
hand. The design features a flat knit 
collar, three-button placket, open 
hem sleeves. The contrast Swoosh 
design trademark is embroidered on 
the left sleeve. Made of 4.4-ounce, 
100% polyester.

NIKE DRI-FIT 
MICRO PIQUE

CH3403
MEAN GREEN

CH3411
VARSITY RED

CH3409
NAVY

CH3405
ANTHRACITE

CH3404
VALOR BLUE

CH3408
BLUE SAPPHIRE

CH3410
WHITE

CH3407
BLACK

CH3406
CORNSILK

*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.

POLOS

DEALER PERSONALIZATION AVAILABLE: SEE PAGE 147
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WOMENS

CH3273
BLACK

CH3275
BLUE

CH3274
WHITE

CH3288
RED

CH3289
WHITE

CH3290
BLACK

CH3293
BLACK

CH3292
RED

CH3291
WHITE

Take comfort to the next level with Nike superior moisture wicking fabric technology with 
the stitch-trimmed shoulder panels and gussets make a distinctive difference. Flat knit 
collar, three-button placket and open hem sleeves. Pearlized buttons are selected to 
complement the shirt color. Made of 100% polyester moisture wicking fabric. Available in 
men and women styles. Available in sizes Medium through 2XL. Special order up to 4XL.

Easy Care Pique Polos made with MOISTURE WICKING, Antimicrobial Finish. Solid 
Pique body, Matching Lay Flat Collar and Contrast inner neck tape. The Gold Bowtie is 
Embroidered on the Front Chest and on the Back Locker Patch bellow Collar. Available in 
sizes Medium through 3XL. Special order up to 5XL.

NIKE CLASSIC POLO

PO
LO

S

EXTREME PERFORMANCE

MENS
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CH3276
MEN TRUE ROYAL

CH3277
MEN RED

CH3278
MEN WHITE

CH3279
MEN BLACK

CH3280
MEN CHARCOAL

These 100% polyester pique polos feature moisture wicking technology and 
UV protection performance. This keeps you dry and wards off the sun. Also 
featuring a three button placket and side vents. Easy care makes it simple 
to keep clean. Available in sizes Small through 3XL.

STRIPED POLOS

CH3281
WOMEN TRUE ROYAL

CH3283
WOMEN WHITE

CH3282
WOMEN RED

Made of 3.8 oz., 100% polyester moisture wicking 
micro-piqué and featuring double-needle stitching 
on sleeves and bottom hem, ribbed collar, two-button 
placket, panel inserts along sleeves, and snag resistant. 
Available in men and women styles, Available in sizes 
Medium through 2XL. Special order XS, S and up to 4XL. 

CH3284
WOMEN BLACK

CH3285
WOMEN CHARCOAL

CH3354
MEN BLACK

CH3356
MEN RED

CH3355
MEN PURPLE

CH3357
MEN LT. BLUE

POLOSMICRO PIQUÉ

DEALER PERSONALIZATION AVAILABLE: SEE PAGE 151
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CH3258
CLASSIC NAVY WITH 
NAUTICAL BLUE/SILVER

CH3259
WHITE WITH GREY 
LUSTER/BLACK SILK

CH3260
BLACK WITH 
BLACK SILK/
SILVER

CH3261
CLASSIC RED WITH 
BLACK/SILVER

PO
LO

S

DEALER PERSONALIZATION AVAILABLE: SEE PAGE 148
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CH3256
BLACK WITH BLACK 
SILK/SILVER

CH3255
WHITE WITH BLACK 
SILK/GREY LUSTER

CH3254
CLASSIC RED WITH 
BLACK/SILVER

These 60% cotton/40% polyester performance birdseye shirts have EDRY™ MOISTURE 
WICKING technology and 40+ SPF UV protection. This keeps you dry and wards off the 
sun. Also featuring a three button placket, color block shoulder panels with contrast 
piping, hemmed sleeves, self fabric collar with stand, and side slits for added comfort 
and ease of movement. Easy care makes it simple to keep clean. Available in Men’s 
sizes Medium through 5XL and available in women’s sizes Medium through 5XL

POLOS

COLOR BLOCK POLO
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES
    • 5.9-ounce, 100% polyester;
    • Gently contoured silhouette
    • Self-fabric collar
    • 3-button placket
    • Open hem sleeves

A super subtle vertical texture adds a bit 
of interest to this durable pique style. With 
moisture-wicking performance and a budget-
friendly price, you just can’t go wrong with this 
casual essential. S-4XL.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
    • 5.9-ounce, 100% polyester
    • Flat knit collar
    • 3-button placket
    • Open hem sleeves

CH3328
WOMEN NAVY

CH3329
WOMEN PURPLE

CH3334
MEN GRAY

CH3335
MEN PURPLE

CH3332
MEN NAVY

CH3333
MEN RED

CH3331
WOMEN GRAY

CH3330
WOMEN RED

Texture Detail

PO
LO

S

DEALER PERSONALIZATION AVAILABLE: SEE PAGE 152

PIQUE POLO
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A subtle pique and jersey self-jacquard horizontal texture makes this 
polo stylish and work-friendly. Exceptional moisture wicking makes it 
comfortable. S-4XL.

CH3343
MEN REGATTA BLUE

CH3341
MEN WHITE

CH3340
MEN BLUE

CH3339
WOMEN REGATTA BLUE

CH3337
WOMEN WHITE

CH3336
WOMEN BLUE

CH3338
WOMEN GRAY

CH3342
MEN GRAY

POLOS

PIQUE POLO

    • 5.2-ounce, 100% polyester
    • Flat knit collar
    • 3-button placket
    • Open hem sleeves
    • Double-needle sleeves and hem
    • Side vents

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Texture Detail
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CH3358
BLACK CH3359

GRANITE

CH3362
GRANITE

CH3361
NAVY

CH3360
SCARLET

CH3363
BLACK

Sharp contrast piping combined with a flexible fit, this H2X-DRY® 
performance polo features a durable rib knit collar designed to maintain 
shape after washing, and taped seams to enhance comfort. H2X-DRY® 
fabrics provide permanent moisture-management technology engineered 
into the yarn, wicking moisture away from the skin and promoting healthy 
muscle maintenance.

High-style, contemporary and highly-breathable, 
this H2X-DRY® performance polo highlights a 
classic rib knit collar with three-button placket, 
and bold two-tone side and sleeve mesh panels 
for enhanced ventilation. H2X-DRY® fabrics 

provide permanent moisture-management 
technology engineered into the yarn, 

wicking moisture away from the skin 
and promoting healthy muscle 

maintenance.

PO
LO

S
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CH3375
RED

CH3374
ASH

CH3373
GULF

CH3372
GECKO

CH3379
BLACK/ORANGE

CH3378
RED/BLACK

CH3377
BLACK/CARBON

CH3376
ROYAL/BLACK

CLIMALITE TEXTURED POLO 
Subtle surface texture - in the form of tonal stripes - The hard working hydrophilic 
performance fabric. A tactile sensation to wear and play hard in. 5.2 Oz., 100% polyester 
with moisture wicking hydrophilic finish. Rib knit collar. Open hem sleeves. Contrast 
Adidas logo on back neck. Sideseamed. Breathable.

POLOS
EXTREME E 
PERFORMANCE 
COLOR BLOCK 
POLOS 
Move with confidence in this snag 
protection plus polo, designed to 
keep you looking great and feeling 
confident.  Available in an array of 
colors,  this polo is performance driven 
and easy to care for.
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ONLY $19.99 PER SHIRT
ORDER 6 OR MORE FOR 
ONLY $17.99 EACH

CH3190
STEEL GREY

CH3197
ROYAL

CH3191
BURGUNDY

CH3177
CLASSIC NAVY

CH3192
ATHLETIC GOLD

(Men sizes only)

CH3193
FOREST(Men sizes 

Only)

CH3184
RED

CH3183
BLACK

CH3185
PURPLE

CH3198
DARK GREEN

CH3187
ORANGE

CH3194
BARK(Men sizes only)

CH3180
NAVY

CH3179
SUNSET RED

CH3174
LIGHT BLUE

CH3195
YELLOW

CH3181
SEAFOAM

CH3186
WHITE

CH3182
FADED BLUE

CH3175
PISTACHIO

CH3188
IVORY (MEN ONLY)

CH3189
OXFORD

CH3171
TURQUOISE

CH3178
STONE

CH3196
FADED OLIVE (MEN ONLY)

• Available in sizes Medium through 2XL
• 7-ounce, heavyweight pique
• Preshrunk 100% ring spun combed cotton
• Garment washed for softness
• Double-needle stitching
• Flat knit collar and cuffs
• Locker patch
• Horn-tone buttons
• Side vents

pique knit sport shirt is soft, casual and 
a tried-and-true customer favorite. With 
an abundance of colors, this shrink-
resistant sport shirt is easy to care 
for and just gets better looking over 
repeated washing and wear. No minimum 
order required.

QUITE SIMPLY, 
you’d be hard pressed to find a better 
pique sport shirt that meets our 
impeccable standards.

Ladies shirts also available. 
Please specify for ladies.

OUR RENOWNED

SPECIAL ORDER UP TO SIZE 6XL

ADD $2 FOR XXL AND $3 FOR XXXL
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These 100% polyester pique polos feature moisture wicking technology and UV protection 
performance. This keeps you dry and wards off the sun. Also featuring a three button 
placket and side vents. Easy care makes it simple to keep clean. Available in sizes Small 
through 2XL. Special order up to 5XL.

CORE365 WOMEN’S POLOS

These 100% polyester pique polos feature moisture wicking technology and UV protection 
performance. This keeps you dry and wards off the sun. Also featuring a three button 
placket and side vents. Easy care makes it simple to keep clean. Available in sizes Medium 
through 2XL. Special order 3XL.

CORE365 MEN’S POLOS

CH3349
MENS NAVY

CH3350
MENS TRUE ROYAL

CH3351
MENS CARBON

CH3352
MENS RED

CH3353
MENS BLACK

CH3344
NAVY

CH3345
BLACK

CH3346
CARBON

CH3347
TRUE ROYAL

CH3348
RED

POLOS

DEALER PERSONALIZATION AVAILABLE: SEE PAGE 75
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Dealer  
Promotional 
Embroidery*

DP3148
Steel Grey

DP3149
Royal

DP3150
Burgundy

DP3151
Classic Navy

DP3152
Athletic Gold(Men sizes only)

DP3153
Forest(Men sizes Only)

DP3154
Red

DP3155
Black

DP3156
Purple

DP3157
Dark Green

DP3158
Orange

DP3159
Bark(Men sizes only)

DP3160
Navy

DP3186
Turquoise

DP3189
Lilac

DP3161
Sunset Red

DP3162
Light Blue

DP3163
Yellow

DP3164
Seafoam

DP3165
White

DP3166
Faded Blue

DP3167
Pistachio

DP3168
Ivory (Men sizes only)

DP3169
Oxford

DP3149
Royal

DP3171
Stone

DP3172
Faded Olive 
(Men sizes only)

An ABUNDANCE of COLOR. Great Polos for Dealer Personalization. 
Put your company name on these renowned pique knit shirts. 

*Minimum order of 6 Pieces Required for FREE Dealer Promotional Embroidery.

*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.

Let Cruisin Sports personalize your apparel purchase! We 
will embroider your Dealership name or an individual’s name 
FREE. A few simple guidelines apply. 

Embroidery is free up to 5000 stitches. After that, it is 35 
cents per 1000 stitches. Example: 8545 stitches would add 
$1.24 per item additionally.

*The required minimum for FREE embroidery is an order of 
6 pieces embroidered with the same personalized design in 
the same colors.

Standard digitizing is free.

Custom digitizing of your exact logo $50.00 up to $100.00 
depending on the size and stitch count of your logo. Once we 
custom digitize your logo, it will be put on file and there will 
be no more charges for exact logo embroidery. Additional 
embroidery locations can be added for $2.25 per location. 

Large logos for jacket and sweatshirt backs will be 
quoted based on stitch counts.

This guide applies to all embroidered merchandise.
Ladies shirts also available. Please specify for ladies.

TIME TO FRESHEN UP 
Small through 6XL available*

*You must order a minimum of six DP dress shirts, 
polos or jackets for free embroidery. For hats, it is 
minimum 12 for free embroidery.

PLEASE NOTE
(women sizes only)

ONLY $19.99 per Shirt.
Order 6 or More for 

ONLY $17.99 each.

PO
LO

S
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These 100% polyester pique polos feature moisture wicking technology and UV protection 
performance. This keeps you dry and wards off the sun. Also featuring a three button 
placket and side vents. Easy care makes it simple to keep clean. Available in sizes Small 
through 2XL. Special order up to 5XL.

These 100% polyester pique polos feature moisture wicking technology and UV protection 
performance. This keeps you dry and wards off the sun. Also featuring a three button 
placket and side vents. Easy care makes it simple to keep clean. Available in sizes Medium 
through 2XL. Special order 3XL.

DP3349
NAVY

DP3350
TRUE ROYAL

DP3351
CARBON

DP3352
RED

DP3353
BLACK

DP3344
NAVY

DP3345
BLACK

DP3346
CARBON

DP3347
TRUE ROYAL

DP3348
RED

POLOS
CORE365 WOMEN’S POLOS

CORE365 MEN’S POLOS
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CH4207
GRAY

CH4212
STONE

CH4211
BLACK

CH4213
WHITE

CH4208
LIGHT BLUE

CH4075
NAVY

CH4079
GRAY SLATE

CH4076
WHITE

CH4072
BLACK

DR
ES

S 
SH

IR
TS
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A modern take on a great classic look. Super soft with a touch of spandex in the collar and 
cuffs to retain shape. Made of a 6.3 ounce, 100% ring spun combed cotton; cover seamed, 
spandex in collar and cuffs, double-needle stitched collar and bottom hem. Chevy Gold 
Bowtie on Collar. M-5XL.

A smart choice for the workplace and your budget. Our poplin shirt can take daily wear 
and tear and remain looking great, thanks to an easy care blend. Lightweight and soft, 
it’s also durable and perfect for any occupation requiring a neat, professional look. 
Available in sizes Medium through 3XL.

LONG SLEEVE POPLIN

MOCKNECKS

DEALER PERSONALIZATION AVAILABLE: SEE PAGE 155
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CH4217
BLACK

CH4220
GRAY

CH4218
WHITE

2.95 oz for a 
lightweight, soft, & 
comfortable shirt.

DRESS SH
IRTS

CH4219
LIGHT BLUE

SHORT SLEEVE POPLIN
A smart choice for the workplace and your budget. Our poplin shirt can take daily wear 
and tear and remain looking great, thanks to an easy care blend. Lightweight and soft, 
it’s also durable and perfect for any occupation requiring a neat, professional look. 
Available in sizes Medium through 2XL.

DEALER PERSONALIZATION AVAILABLE: SEE PAGE 154
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CH4276
DILL

CH4274
FRENCH BLUE

CH4275
NAVY

CH4234
BLUE

CH4235
WHITE

CH4236
BLACK

DR
ES

S 
SH

IR
TS

This cotton Poly blend is the shirt you never knew you have 
always wanted. It features wrinkle free and stain resistant 
fabric with specially fused collar, cuffs and placket. The Gold 
Bowtie rounds out this stylish and comfortable shirt. Available 
in sizes Small through 3XL.

CH4237
BLUE

CH4238
WHITE

CH4239
BLACK

Discerning quality with easy care – these shirts have the rich 
feel of a cotton blend with wrinkle resistance. Relaxed and 
roomy, they feature a button-down collar and patch pocket, 
back box pleat for moving room, two-button adjustable cuffs, 
button-sleeve plackets, and shirttail hem. 60% cotton, 40% 
polyester. Available in sizes Medium through 3XL.

FINE TWILL SHIRT

MENS
WOMENS
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A not-too-bold plaid pattern offers a welcome break from a solid color. 
Designed for comfort and wrinkle-resistant convenience, these yarn-
dyed poplin shirts are ideal for both dress and casual wear. Made of 
3.21-ounce, 55/45 cotton/poly and featuring pearlized buttons, button-
through sleeve plackets, button-down collar, adjustable cuffs. XS–4XL.

CH4223
MEN NAVY

CH4227
MEN ORANGE

CH4229
MEN CHARCOAL

CH4231
MEN GREEN

CH4233
MEN PURPLE

CH4222
WOMEN NAVY

CH4226
WOMEN ORANGE

CH4228
WOMEN CHARCOAL

CH4230
WOMEN GREEN

CH4232
WOMEN PURPLE

CH4277
STONE

CH4278
GRAPHITE

CH4279
FR. BLUE

This Glen Plaid collection cotton Poly blend features Active Fit 
and True Non-iron performance. It also has fused collar, cuffs and 
placket. Specially treated to stay looking good all day long. Available 
in sizes Small through 3XL.

DRESS SH
IRTS

PLAID PATTERN EASY CARE

DEALER PERSONALIZATION AVAILABLE: SEE PAGE 157
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CH495
BLACK/
LT STONE

CH4069
BLACK/
LIGHT STONE

CH496
BURGUNDY/
LT STONE

CH4062
BURGUNDY/
LT STONE

CH4145
TX ORANGE/
LIGHT STONE

CH4097
TX ORANGE/
LT STONE

CH494
CLASSIC NAVY/
LIGHT STONE

CH4066
CLASSIC NAVY/
LIGHT STONE

CH493
RED/LIGHT 
STONE

CH4067
RED/LIGHT 
STONE

CH4146
ATH. GOLD

CH4098
ATH. GOLD

CH497
WHITE/
LT STONE

CH4065
WHITE/
LT STONE

These longsleeve and shortsleeve Easy Care 
shirts are great for any season! This wrinkle 
resistant and lightweight shirt is functional 
and comfortable.  55/45 cotton/Polyester. No 
minimum orders required. Available in sizes 
Medium through 2XL.

SPECIAL ORDER UP TO SIZE 6XL

PLEASE 
SPECIFY MENS 

OR WOMENS 
WHEN 

ORDERING.

CH492
LONGSLEEVE
LT STONE/NAVY

CH499
LONGSLEEVE
LT BLUE

CH4063
SHORTSLEEVE
LT STONE/NAVY

CH4064
SHORTSLEEVE
LT BLUE

OU
TF

IT
 T

H
E 

ST
AF

F

ONLY 
$24.99 
PER SHIRT

ORDER 6 OR MORE 

FOR ONLY 
$22.99 
EACH.

LONGSLEEVE 
SHIRTS

SHORTSLEEVE 
SHIRTS
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LONGSLEEVE 
SHIRTS

SHORTSLEEVE 
SHIRTS

SPECIAL ORDER UP TO SIZE 6XL

*Orders need a minimum of 6 DP shirts for free embroidery.

PLEASE SPECIFY MENS OR WOMENS WHEN ORDERING.

DP4062
BURGUNDY

DP4144
BLACK

DP4064
LT BLUE

DP4063
LT STONE

DP4065
WHITE

DP4142
TX ORANGE

DP4066
NAVY

DP4067
RED

DP4143
GOLD

DP496
BURGUNDY

DP499
LT BLUE

DP4145
TX ORANGE

DP493
RED

DP495
BLACK

DP492
LT STONE

DP497
WHITE

DP494
NAVY

DP4146
GOLD

DP = Dealer Personalization

$22.99$24.99 ORDER 6 
OR MORE

PER 
SHIRT

PER 
SHIRT
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CH5268
BLUE

CH5269
RED

CH5273
RED

CH5272
BLUE

CH5271
CHARCOAL

CH5270
CHARCOAL

An understated vertical texture and bold colorblocking gives this 
durable, water-repellant soft shell a sporty look and feel. Ideal for 
moderate wind or rain, it has a warm poly microfleece interior and 
plenty of stretch for full range of motion. Available in womens sizes 
Small through XL and mens sizes Small through XXL.

WATER REPELLENT

MENS WOMENS
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FULLY CUSTOM
 JACKETS

Designed with an impressive 
printed brushed back 
fleece fabric and moisture 
wicking properties, this 
jacket will leave you feeling 
comfortable and at ease 
during your next morning 
walk. Available in womens 
sizes Small through XL 
and mens sizes Small 
through XXL.

CH5264
GREY

CH5263
GREY CH5267

GREY

CH5265
WHITE

 These amazing jackets feature breathable, wind- and water-resistant fabric regulates comfort from the 
inside out. Full-zip front, stand-up collar and shock cord hem draw the soft shell jacket closer to the body for 
warmth. The left lower zip pocket even offers access to an interior audio port. Laser-cut trim with a heat-set 
overlay provides a water-resistant finish around the pockets. The three-layer performance shell is made with 
polyester/spandex bonded to heavyweight 100% polyester fleece. Even with three performance layers like that, 
the jacket is still not bulky! Available in womens sizes Small through XL and mens sizes Small through XXL.

MENS

MENS

WOMENS

WOMENS
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Take your team to the next level with this functional half-zip top. With color-block details to help them stand 
out and moisture wicking performance to enhance comfort, this piece is perfect for company incentives, 
outdoor activities or team building events. Also featuring inside placket with chin guard, center front semi-
autolock zipper, contrast panels and stylized contrast rolled collar. Available in womens sizes Small through 
XL and mens sizes Small through XXL.

CH5261
RED

CH5262
ROYAL

CH5257
BLACK

CH5258
RED

CH5259
ROYAL

CUSTOM HALF-ZIP

W
IC

KI
N

G 
PE

RF
OR

M
AN

CE
CH5260
BLACK

MENS

WOMENS
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COMFORT AND STYLE
A reliable soft shell at a real value. This go-to basic sheds light wind 
and rain and is a perfect choice for corporate or team uniforming. 
The clean silhouette and traditional black color make this jacket as 
attractive as its price. Available in womens sizes Small through XL 
and mens sizes Small through XXL.

CH5252
MENS

CH5253
WOMENS

CH5275
BLACK W/ HOOD

CH5274
BLACK

Extra-tough, this work-ready jacket has a worn-in look and 
softer feel thanks to our enzyme wash. Plaid flannel lining 
adds warmth and makes this durable jacket the right choice 
both on and off the job site. Available with and without a hood. 
Available in sizes Small through XXL.

This Gold Bowtie bomber-inspired ripstop rain shell 
features a concealed roll away hood for versatility, and 
zips into self pocket for easy stowage. This Men’s Fleet 
Rainshell Jacket features: STORMTECH Durable Water-
Resistant Outer Shell, Stand-Up Storm Collar, Zippered 
Inner Security Pocket, Front Zippered Pocket with 
Adjustable Drawcord Hem. Available in sizes Medium 
through XXL.

DP5125
BLACK

CH5125
BLACK
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This rich piece is ideal indoors and out. 
Lightweight, yet warm, it has a soft sweater-knit 
face with a fleece interior. A cadet collar, reverse 
coil zipper and zippered pockets enhance 
the appeal. Binding on cuffs and hem. Made 
of 12-ounce, 100% polyester sweater fleece. 
Available in sizes Medium through XXXL.

CH5170
BLACK

DP5170
BLACK

FA
SH

IO
N

 J
AC

KE
TS

CH5205
MEN BLACK/GRAY

DP5205
MEN BLACK/GRAY

PRACTICAL & 
PROFESSIONAL
With the Endeavor Jacket, we’ve made a 
team effort for corporate success. This 
fashionable workplace style has a soft, quiet 
hand and modern details like ergonomic 
zipper pulls and a stowaway hood to ensure 
it’s as practical as it is professional. Available 
in sizes Small through XXXL.

SEE PAGE 74
FREE DP LOGO
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Plush and durable fleece with colorblocking make 
this jacket ready for the trails and beyond. Features 
zippered hand warmer pockets, elastic cuffs and 
an open hem with drawcord and toggles. Contrast 
Columbia logo embroidered on right chest. Made of 
360 gram, 100% polyester MTR fleece for maximum 
thermal retention. Available in sizes Small through XXL.

CH5160
RED

DP5160
RED

CH5161
BLACK

DP5161
BLACK

CH5183
RED

DP5183
RED

A rich pique texture and a cozy fleece interior make this jacket a perfect 
choice around the office or paired with jeans on the weekend. Thoughtful 
details like reverse coil zippers and binding at the collar and cuffs give 
this jacket modern appeal. Available in womens sizes Small through XL 
and mens sizes Small through XXL.

DP5179
GRAPHITE

CH5179
GRAPHITE

CH5182
BLACK

DP5182
BLACK
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Throw it into overdrive in this sleek Lamb Leather 
Driving Jacket! Hop in your vehicle and always 
have that high-gear “buzz” while you travel the 
highways. With a soft nylon lining and warm 
polyester fiberfill, you’ll be able to wear this Jacket 
well into late autumn and early spring. Available in 
sizes Medium through XXXL.

CH5256
LEATHER

CH5254
CHARCOAL

SOFT SHELL JACKET 
The Overland soft shell bonded jacket features a 3-layer 
construction consisting of a windproof/water-resistant outer 
shell of polyester bonded to a black anti-pilling micro fleece 
lining, with a breathable membrane in between. Crosshatch 
weave provides subtle contrast. Plenty of room for storage 
with three exterior pockets. Inner rib cuffs and storm flap 
with chin guard. Available in sizes Small through XXL.

CH5206
MEN BLACK

CH5207
WOMEN BLACK

DP5207
WOMEN BLACK

DP5206
MEN BLACK

LEATHER JACKETS
Our premier leather jacket is fashioned from supple, top 
grain lambskin. Subtle horizontal-stitched shell matches 
your lifestyle—from office to evening—with endless 
versatility. 100% lambskin leather shell with a nylon acetate 
lining. Available in sizes Small through 3XL.

SEE PAGE 74
FREE DP LOGO
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CH5163
MEN
DP5163
MEN

Classic soft shell design merges with modern two-
tone graphics in our Embark Soft Shell Jacket. This 
eye-catching way to battle wet and wind features a 
zip-through cadet collar and adjustable cuffs for the 
perfect fit. Available in womens sizes Small through 
XL and mens sizes Small through XXL.

CH5162
WOMEN
DP5162
WOMEN

SOFTSHELL DESIGN

Texture Detail
CH5213
MEN BLACK/GRANITE

DP5213
MEN BLACK/GRANITE

DP = Dealer Personalization

Bold colorblocking and exposed zippers make the 
Gradient one sleek soft shell. Ready to take on light 
rain or wind, this jacket also feels cozy warm 
thanks to a soft microfleece interior. Available in 
sizes Small through 3XL.

SOFTSHELL JACKET

JACKETS
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CH5277
BLUE

CH5278
BLACK

No matter what region you’re in, this 3-in-1 has 
you covered! Designed with a soft fleece lining 
for mild weather and a water resistant shell 
when extra protection is needed, this jacket 
offers exceptional value for your everyday 
needs. This jacket also features a roll-away hood, 
adjustable cuffs, thermal retention shockcord 
at hood, reflective piping at shoulder yoke, lower 
concealed pockets with autolock zippers and 
audio port access through inside left pocket, 
Available in sizes Medium through XXL.

CH5266
BLACK

CUSTOM 3-IN-1

With a quilted zip-in liner jacket, our water-resistant Colorblock 3-in-1 
Jacket quickly adapts to the elements in the mountains or around the 
neighborhood. Simply zip the shell jacket and liner jacket together for 
maximum protection or wear either piece alone as conditions dictate.  
Available in sizes Small trhough XXXL.

BUNDLE UP

JA
CK

ET
S
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HALFZIP WIND JACKETS
Wind and rain won’t keep you out of the game in our 1/2-Zip 
Wind Jacket. Lightweight and soft, this comfortable jacket 
resists the elements and won’t hinder your swing thanks to 
its full cut and articulated elbows. Available in sizes Small 
through XXXL.

CH4265
BLACK

DP4265
BLACK

CH4267
SAGE

DP4267
SAGE

W
IN

DSH
IRTSCH432

BLACK
CH483
NAVY

CH484
STONE

CH430
SILVER

PULLOVER WIND SHIRTS
V-neck collar with full polyester taffeta lining and wide seam pockets. 
They also come with noiseless weather resistant polyester microfiber 
with Teflon water and stain guard protection. Available in sizes 
Medium through XXXL.
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CH3286
BLACK/
CHARCOAL/
RED Back Yoke

Short sleeve woven polo with mesh knit sides for 
venting and moisture wicking fabric. Piping 

along panels. Available in sizes Medium 
through 2XL. Special order up to 4XL.

CH3295
BLACK/RED

CH3296
GRAY/WHITE

CH3294
BLACK/WHITE

CH3297
WHITE/BLACK

CA
M

AR
O 

SH
IR

TS

CH4224
BLACK/
CHARCOAL/RED

CH4225
ORANGE/
CHARCOAL/WHITE

CH3287
ORANGE/CHARCOAL/
WHITE

This 100% polyester golf shirt featuring UltraCool and antimicrobial 
technology. Accented with contrast panels along front and back shoulders 
and inside placket for a sporty look. Rib collar, three-button placket, square 
bottom and open cuffs. Heat seal label for ultimate comfort. Available in 
sizes Medium through 2XL. Special order up to 4XL. 

Short sleeve woven shirt with mesh knit sides 
for venting and moisture wicking fabric. Piping 
along panels and made with left chest pocket 
with hidden pen pocket. Available in sizes Medium 
through 2XL. Special order up to 4XL. 92 ORDER TOLL FREE – 800-254-5553



CAM
ARO JACKETS

Back Yoke
Under Collar

CH5178
MEN ZL1

Featuring all of the great benefits of 
the Camaro jackets below, this ZL1 
jacket has more than enough to keep 
you warm.

CH5246
CAMARO WOMEN

CH5247
CAMARO MEN

DP5247
MEN

DP5247
MEN

DP5246
WOMEN

Back Yoke
Under Collar

DP = Dealer Personalization

CH5255
CAMARO
NEW

Super soft lightweight microfleece jacket is hand 
crafted from recycled materials, and highlights 
flatlock stitching for superior comfort, and two-
toned color contrast for stylish design. Available 
in sizes Small through 2XL. Special order up to 4XL.

Insulated hybrid bonded fleece jacket. Get comfortable with the next evolution of 
outerwear. This hybrid jacket combines the lightweight ease of bonded fleece with the 
durability of finely textured nylon ripstop. Has inside storm placket with fleece lined 
collar and chin guard and two lower front concealed zippered pockets. Available in 
sizes Small through 2XL. Special order up to 4XL.
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CR1349Y
The Big Dogs t-shirt in youth 
sizes. Preshrunk 100% cotton. 
USA. Available in kid sizes 2, 
4, 5/6, 7, and youth medium. 
USA.

CR1361Y
The All New Americn Bulldog 
Big Dogs t-shirt in youth 
sizes. Preshrunk 100% cotton. 
USA. Available in kid sizes 2, 4, 
5/6, 7, 8 and youth medium. 
USA. NEW

CW1007Y
Mr. Crosswrencht-shirt in 
youth sizes. Preshrunk 100% 
cotton. USA. Available in kid 
sizes 2, 4, 5/6, 7.

CR1303Y
You Can’t Beat What You Can’t Catch in youth 
sizes. Preshrunk 100% cotton. Available in kid 
sizes 2, 4, 5/6, 7, and youth medium. USA.

CH9857
Eat. Sleep. Chevrolet bib. 
100% polyester. USA.

KI
DS

 S
H

IR
TS
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CR1304Y
LIGHT PINK

CR1305Y
LIGHT BLUE

CR2233Y
Classic Chevrolet logo on this 
mesh back hat will make any 
kid cool. Import.

CH2303-1 LIGHT BLUE 
Toddler hat for babies 6 
Months to 2 Years old. 

CH2303 LIGHT PINK
Toddler hat for babies 6 
Months to 2 Years old. 

CH2391Y
BLACK

CH2392Y
RED

CH2393Y
CAROLINA BLUE

CH2412Y
Chevrolet truck drawing on this 
6 panel hat will bring out the 
cute in any kid. Import.

CH2426
Gold bowtie 2 tone pink hat 
with Chevrolet type on the bill. 
Import.

CR2390 • BLACK 
Chevrolet racing logo is featured front and back 
on this simple but custom FlexFit hat. This is the 
one that the teams and drivers are wearing. 

CH2500 • SEERSUCKER 
This Chevrolet Since 1911 hat 
is perfect for any little race fan. 

KIDS H
ATS

Youth Chevy Gold 
Bowtie hat. cotton 
twill with velcro 
closure. 

Light Blue Infant sized Chevy Fan 
t-shirt. Available in sizes 2 and 4.
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CH2251
BROWN

CH2334 
BLACK
This custom ladies fidel style 
hat with silver foil accents and 
an embroidered Gold BT, is a 
must have for any stylish fan. 
Featuring a cotton twill with a 
velcro closure. Import.

CH2425
PINK
What a great hat for the Camaro family! This 
Camaro hat is designed with an embroidered 
Camaro patch on the front. Camaro is also 
embroidered on the velcro clasp. Import.
NEW

CH2467
REALTREE CAMO 
Real Girl Realtree 
Camo with Gold 
Bowtie on a 
structured front. 
NEW

CH2415
BLACK/PINK
This grey and black structured hat features 
red contrast stitching and a uniquly scripted 
Chevrolet outlined in red stitching. NEW

CH2295
PINK CAMO 
Pink Camo with Gold Bowtie on 
a structured front. 

CH2296
BLACK 
Ladies fidel style black hat 
with Gold Bowtie.

W
OM
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S 
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CH2424
PINK/BLACK

CH2389 WHITE
Pre-curved visor with velcro 
closure and simulated zebra print.

CH2390 PINK
Pre-curved visor with velcro 
closure and simulated zebra print.

CH2484
PINK 
Pink Ladies mesh back hat with 
Chevrolet Fashionista logo.

CH2422
PINK
These clip-on Open Bowtie ladies visors 
are the latest addition to our growing visor 
collection.  Get yours today. 

W
OM

EN
S H

ATS

CH2481
BLUE 
Unstructured blue 
ladies mesh back 
hat with Chevrolet 
Fashionista logo.

CH2483
BLUE 
This unique hat 
features Chevrolet 
logotype surrounded 
by a heart on a light 
blue front with a white 
mesh back.

CH2482
YELLOW 
Unstructured yellow 
ladies mesh back 
hat with Chevrolet 
Fashoinista logo.
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CH1337
TURQUOISE

CH1362
CHEVY WINGS
NEW

CH1336
PINK

CH1338
BANANA

W
OM

EN
S 

TE
ES

Get immersed into the Chevrolet Heritage with this preshrunk 
100% cotton and a classic design for a nostalgic yet up-to-
date style. Available in sizes Small through 3XL, USA.

This tank is a phenomenal item for the fashion-forward woman. The self-
fabric binding, tear-away label, extremely soft material is enough to make 
anyone want this shirt. Available in sizes Small through 2XL. 

This Chevrolet shirt reminds us “It’s All About 
That Chevy” on Preshrunk 100% cotton. 
Available in sizes Small through 2XL, USA.

CH1361
ALL ABOUT
NEW
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CH1355
BLACK

The newest additions to our ladies 
burnout t-shirts featuring a 
printed Chevrolet bowtie. 50/50 
blend of cotton and polyester 
and proudly made in the USA. 
Available in sizes Small 
through 2XL.

CH1345
BLACK

CH1344 • PINK
This super soft baby rib knit is a soft 
comfortable tank top fit for any situation. S-2XL. 

CH1356
PINK

W
OM

EN
S TEES

CH1278
Glam comes in first for this black t-shirt with a touch of 
reflective foil built into the design. Chevrolet t-shirt.  Front/
Back print. Available in sizes Small through 2XL.
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CH1340
RASPBERRY

CH1339
KIWI

CR1240
Grey flames, blue roses and checkered flags! The winner’s circle 
has never looked better! She’ll love this Woman’s “Winner’s 
Circle of Roses” t-shirt. Front/Back print. Black. Available in 
sizes Small through 2XL.

CH1357
Find your inner 
patroit with this 
American flag  
Chevrolet t-shirt.  
Front print. Available 
in sizes Small 
through 2XL, Import.

W
OM

EN
S 

TE
ES

Extreme softness in a lightweight 100% 
cotton combed jersey. Pre-shrunk so 
you’ll know it fits and a durable set-in 
collar so you know it won’t fall apart.

CH1302
Ladies black fashion t-shirt with stylish 
design on front. Super soft cotton blend. 
Available in sizes Small through 2XL, Import. 
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CH1339
KIWI

CH1322
GREEN

CH1324
PINK

CH1325
ORANGE

CH1323
BLUE

The ladies burnout t-shirts featuring a rhinestone bowtie and a printed 
Chevrolet. 50/50 blend of cotton and polyester and proudly made in 
the USA. Available in sizes Small through 2XL.

BURNOUT GIRLS

W
OM

EN
S TEES
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CW9010
Mr. Crosswrench Belt Buckle CW9011

Mr. Crosswrench Seat Belt Clasp and Tough Nylon Webbed 
Belt. (adjust from 24 to 40 inches) Featuring the updated Mr. 
Crosswrench logo Fits Men and Women.

CW9018
12” Mr. Crosswrench Sticker 

CW9017
6” Mr. Crosswrench Sticker 

CW9001
18”wide x 16” tall Mr. Crosswrench metal High 
Definition stamped aluminum embossed sign. 

CW9002
Add style to your man cave with 
this 12 1/2” Mr. Crosswrench sign 
featuring the newly updated Mr. 
Crosswrench over a printed carbon 
fiber background. 
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CW9008
BLACK STEEL

Zippo has set the benchmark for pocket lighters 
based on quality, craftsmanship, dependability, 
durability, and a lifetime guarantee. This lighter is 
exclusive to Cruisin Sports. Includes 2-piece Zippo 
gift box. 

CW9004
Mr. Crosswrench 
Carbon Fiber pattern 
Shot glass.

CW9009
Mr. Crosswrench Carbon 
Fiber pattern koozie

CW9014
Mr. Crosswrench 
15 oz. Black 
Chrome Rubber 
Grip Tumbler.

CW9015
This Game Day Mason Jar 25oz is great 
for barbecues, tailgates, fairs, and 
festivals. Straw with stopper. Eastman 
titan material shatter, stain and odor 
resistant. BPA free. 25oz.
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CH9696
Check out this touch free stylus with LED and pen. The well-
weighted metal pen includes a plunger activated bright LED light 
and features chrome accents for a sleek professional look. Cap 
doubles as a smart phone/tablet stylus.

CH9705
This VuStand is made of durable 
silicone and can be stored on a 
keychain. It features the Gold Bowtie 
and holds smartphones vertically for 
handsfree movie/video viewing.

CH9685-6
The iPhone 6 hard case is made 
of thick and heavy duty washable 
material and provides protection 
to your iPhone. It attaches using 
repositionable adhesive and 
leaves no sticky residue.

CH9685-5
The iPhone 5/5S hard case is made 
of thick and heavy duty washable 
material and provides protection 
to your iPhone. It attaches using 
repositionable adhesive and leaves 
no sticky residue.

CH9893
This portable power bank charges any 
device via a universal USB connection! 
Charges your phone and recharges 
itself once the phone has finished 
charging. Charges aperture swivels 
out 135 degrees from the charger 
making this power charger super 
portable. Features dual USB ports to 
charge 2 devices at the same time. 
Comes with USB to micro USB cord 
and instructions.

CH9801
Wireless computer keyboard with halftone bowtie on the keyboard 
surface. The printing covers the top and sidewalls of the keys and is 
very durable. Easy plug-and-play install. Mac/PC compatible.

CH9802
Quality wireless 
computer mouse with 
ergonomic feel. The 
halftone bowtie is 
printed directly on the 
surface. Easy USB plug-
and-play install. Mac and 
PC compatible.
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CH9703
The Roadster can hold your phone and other items when 
you need. The patented gel material grips tightly to a 
console or dash board. Sides help to hold additional items 
from rolling out or off the Roadster. Holds smartphones 
with GPS mapping in a horizontal or vertical position for 
handsfree visibility while driving. Allows handsfree viewing 
of videos or movies. Wash to renew grip.

CH9701
The Griptyte keeps your phone or iPad within easy 

view and quick access on your desk and grips your 
devices keeping them in place. Made of sturdy, non-

fading polypropylene and featuring non-skid rubber 
feet, it holds tablets vertically for handsfree movie/

video viewing.

CH9800
Bluetooth speaker designed to 

work with all major mobile devices. 
Easy to sync with mobile devices 

and provides great sound quality 
from a 6” long by 2” wide speaker. 

Includes USB connection for charging. 

CH9812
Letter size folio with faux carbon 
fiber patterned cover and front 
pocket. Inside features a 
replaceable letter-sized 40-
page writing pad, interior file 
pocket, ID window, business 
card pocket and pen loop.

CH9813
Automotive inspired faux 
carbon fiber note jotter. Built-
in elastic closure. Ribbon page 
marker. Expandable accordion 
pocket. Includes 80 sheets of 
lined paper. 
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Work or play like a Rockstar on your capacitive 
touchscreen device like iPad, iPhone, iPod 
Touch, or Android OS Tablets and Smarpthones 
with the Guitar Pick shaped stylus. The stylus 
conveniently attaches to your Smartphone or 
Tablet via the 3.5mm audio jack so while you 
are on the go you always have a stylus with you. 
The soft rubber tip eliminates fingerprints and 
smudges from your device.

CH9825
This Open Bowtie amplify speaker is pure 
magic. Simply place your mobile device 
on top of the speaker to amplify sound for 
up to 15 hours of play time. 3 AA Batteries 
and USB Cord Included.

CH9819
On trend stylus with rubberized capacitive touch 
technology stylus tip, ideal for smart phones and 
tablets, including iPhones and iPads. 

CH9821
The entire mouse pad is made completely 
with space age memory foam. Provides 
ergomic slope for ease and ultimate comfort in 
mousing. Mouse not included. 

CH9824
This Charge-It-Up Power Bank includes a 2200 mAh 

Lithium Ion Grade A Non-Recycled Battery. Features 
A USB Output And Micro USB Input (Cord Included). 

Charges Smart Phones, MP3 Players, And More! Requires 
Your Phone’s Charging Cord To Charge Your Device.
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CH9892
This Open Bowtie Power Bank 
charges iPhone 6, iPhone 5, 
iPhone 4, Smartphones, iPods, 
MP3 players and more! Includes 
a 3000 mAh Lithium Ion Battery. 
The ultra-slim shape makes it easy 
to travel with! Comes with USB to 
micro USB cord.

CH9817
Great sound from a can. It can conveniently sit on 
any desk in an office or home and connect to your 
favorite music source like a computer, iPhone, 
iPad, or just about any device that has an 3.5mm 
audio output for playing music.

CH9818
Allow your smartphone to sit back and relax on the 

Zoom Stand. Use the tacky, reusable and washable 
surface to stick to the back of your iPhone or smooth 

smartphone or to rest comfortably on the silicone base. 
The tacky bottom makes sure the stand isn’t accidentally 

knocked over by grabbing onto your desk.

CH9820
This faux Carbon Fiber writing pad for iPad holds 
iPad generations 1,2,3 and 4. Scratch-proof frame 
protects your iPad. Stylus or pen loop. 6.75” x 9.5” 
writing pad.

H
ARDGOODS
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CH9517
ORANGE

CH9782
ORANGE

CH9895
SILVER

CH9783
BLUE

CH9518
RED

17oz. stainless steel Kedona Bottles with laser etched 
Open Bowtie logo. Great alternative to plastic water 
bottles. They have a screw on lid, wide mouth top for ice 
cubes, and a loop top that lets you attach the bottle to a 
backpack or belt loop using a carabiner.

Double Wall Foam Insulated Tumbler featuring a dual wall 16oz. 
Stainless Steel with foam insulation for optimum heat retention 

and a spill resistant twist action lid. Another highlight is  the 
stylish silicon grip to keep your hands from slipping and a non-skid 

bottom to provide stability.

CH9713
ORANGE

CH9715
GREEN

CH9714
RED

CH9716
BLUE

These 16oz. Sedona Tumblers 
with laser etched Open 
Bowtie logo have a slightly 
tapered body making it 
easy to grip. They are Foam 
Insulated and comes with 
a p,lastic flip top lid for spill 
control.

GET A GRIP

H
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CH9569
This double wall ceramic 
tumbler features a Silicone lid. 
It measures 6 1/2” tall without 
the lid. It has a vinyl sleeve that 
matches the lid. Includes one 
piece gift box. 15 oz.

CH9814
This 16oz. party cup 
includes a lid that 
can be used for hot 
beverages and also 
has a straw hole 
for cold beverages. 
Double-wall stain and 
odor resistant durable 
Eastman Tritan™ 
material. BPA free.

CH9815
This Game Day Mason Jar 25oz 
is great for barbecues, tailgates, 
fairs and festivals. Straw with 
stopper. Eastman titan material 
shatter, stain and odor resistant. 
BPA free. 25oz.

CH9786
15 oz. ceramic mug with wide integrated 
handles. Featuring a glossy attractive two-
tone finish. 

Check out these giant 18 
oz. tumblers with the Open 
Bowtie. Featuring push-on 
lid with twist secure closure, 
foam insulation, and double-
wall construction using 
stainless steel and plastic 
liner. Fits standard car cup 
holders.

CH9710
RED

CH9709
BLUE

TUMBLER 
GIANTS

H
ARDGOODS
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CH9476
Etched Bowtie Shot glass.

CH9711
This 12 oz double-wall vacuum 
insulated stainless steel can 
tumbler features the Gold Bowtie 
and has a plastic spill proof screw 
on lid with flip top function.

CH9561
High Quality Neoprene 
(Wetsuit Material). Fits 
most cans and bottles.

CH9769
Gold Bowtie Carbon Fiber 
pattern Shot glass.

CH9771
16 oz. Double wall insulated 
tumbler that features a 
stainless steel exterior with a 
plastic inner liner. 

CH9699
Double wall stainless steel 
can holder mfg. by Thermos. 
Keeps beverages cold 10 
times longer.

CH9770
This set of four coasters 
features Faux Carbon 
Fiber finish with Gold 
Bowtie. Each coaster 
has four rubber feet for 
protection.

CH9872
Dual wall stainless steel 
construction and foam insulation 
ensures maximum heat retention. 
Twist Action spill resistant Lid and 
will keep your beverage warm for 
2.5X’s longer.
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CR9246
The newest, baddest can 
koozie yet – featuring the 
Chevrolet Racing logo and the 
gray halftone logo on a sleek 
black can holder.

CR9258
Double wall insulated tumbler that 
features a stainless steel exterior 
with soft rubber “tire tread” 
grip and a plastic inner liner.

CR9264
Double wall insulated 
tumbler that features a 
stainless steel exterior and 
a plastic inner liner.

CH9856
Unlike other beverage holders, the 
Hooler is the only product that actively 
works to keep your drink ice cold by 
harnessing the power of two simple 
components that have been proven 
since the dawn of time: ice and water..

CR9101
Chevrolet Racing 
15 oz. Black 
Chrome Rubber 
Grip Tumbler.

H
ARDGOODS

CR9088
Double wall stainless steel can 
holder mfg. by Thermos. Keeps 
beverages cold 10 times longer.
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CH9008
For Hi-Tech Writing, choose our twist-
style pen with etched Bowtie.

CH9501
Pen includes carbon fiber 
detail. Twist action mechanism. 
Standard European black 
ballpoint ink cartridge.

CH9596
Laser Engraved Bowtie on a silver 
color pen with braided steel body.

CH9536
This twist action ballpoint pen has a unique  
bold design that represents a contemporary 
look with a silver textured barrel & red 
accent stripe. 

CH9537
This luxurious writing instrument has 
a flare for sophisticated style. Delicate 
ribbed barrel with gloss black hat. 

CH9747
Twist-action ballpoint. Laser engraved 
Bowtie Chevrolet beside the clip.

CH9748
Twist brass ballpoint with silver 
barrel. Laser engraved Bowtie 
Chevrolet.

CH9823
Blue carbon fiber stylus pen. Laser 
engraved Bowtie Chevrolet.

CH9822
Red carbon fiber stylus pen. Laser 
engraved Bowtie Chevrolet.

CH9873
Heavyweight brass ballpoint features 
twist-action, woven steel barrel and clip, 
chrome trims, USA-made black ink refill, 
and black lacquer cap.

CH9876
Heavyweight brass ballpoint features 
twist-action, woven steel barrel and clip, 
chrome trims, USA-made black ink refill, 
and chrome cap.
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CH9456
Elegant ball pen and roller ball pen 
set. Barrel is in glass fiber black 
finish with a laser engraved Bowtie. 
Presented in black carbon fiber finish 
pen box.

CH9894
Make the world a brighter place with 
this Open Bowtie Chevrolet high-
powered 101 LED light flashlight.

CH9890
This Telescoping Flex 
Flashlight features a 
metal body with flexible 
magnetic lighted tip. Three 
bright LED lights. Retrieves 
up to 3 lbs. 22” fully 
extended. Push On/Off 
button. 4-LR44 batteries 
included.

CH9529
This LED Roadside Safety Light with etched Bowtie is a smart 
investment for your safety. The bottom magnet provides 
adhesion to your car or any metal surfaces. It comes with 
a hand strap and 3AAA batteries. Push button action with 7 
white LED bulbs. Push the button again for 18M type LEDS. The 
third mode is 6 red LED’s flashing. 

STEEL FLASH
LIGH

TS

CH9891
The Defender Multi-Function Cree Flashlight 
features Cree LED four function lighting, high, 
medium, low and flashing beam focus. 380 
Lumens.
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CH9613
Black steel lighter with Gold Bowtie

Zippo has set the benchmark for pocket lighters based on quality, craftsmanship, 
dependability, durability, and a lifetime guarantee. These lighters are exclusive to 
Cruisin Sports. Featuring solid brass cases, sturdy nickel silver hinges, specially 
designed windproof chimneys, and removable stainless steel inserts for refilling the 
fuel tanks, these lighters are second to none. Lighter fluid not included. Includes 
2-piece Zippo gift box. 

FOR OVER 7 DECADES,

CH9167
Steel lighter with Open 
Bowtie

CR9226
Brushed steel 
lighter with etched 
Bowtie Racing.

CH9598
Money clip with the new Open Bowtie - get 
one and carry class and cash. Features 
strong twin magnets to hold bills and finest 
full grain leather.

CH9692
This genuine leather wallet and money clip 
combination features the Open Bowtie. It 
also has a photo ID slot and credit card slot 
in the middle.

CH9036
Zippo brand laser 
etched Bowtie Money 
Clip.

CH9882
1” Gold Bowtie Pin

*Enlarged to show detail
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CH9454
Shiny metal money clip 
decorated with carbon 
fiber finish.

CH9455
Shiny metal card case 
comes with carbon 
fiber finish on lid.

CH9284
Finely stitched and expertly crafted of 
genuine leather, this Chevrolet tri-fold wallet 
fits comfortably into pocket or purse.

CH9285
Practical and attractive, this Chevrolet 
personal accessory is perfect as 
a checkbook cover yet easily does 
double duty as a wallet.

H
ARDGOODS
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CH9878
Make a statement about quality and innovation with this 
sophisticated folding knife! 3 1/2” stainless steel blade, lock-
back safety function, gray titanium coated blade, 2 tone wood 
and carbon fiber handle.

CH9877
Any handyman or outdoorsman will appreciate your gift 
of our Onyx Pocket Knife. Form and function combine to 
create one great item, which is perfect for recognizing key 
customers. Features a 2.6875” lock-back stainless safety 
blade with two-tone handle design.

CH9805
Engraved Bowtie on hard wood handle. 3¼”  
Stainless Steel blade. 4” closed. 

CH9675
6 1/4” x 1” drop point knife with 2 3/4” blade is lightweight 
and features several grip points. Stainless steel blade.

CH9804
This 3 1/8” blade with bone handle is extremely 
lightweight and is made of stainless steel. 

CH9807
Lockback knife with 2 1/2” stainless steel blade, lockback 
mechanism and solid steel handle. 

CH9806
This stylish hunting knife features a black coated 2 3/4” 
stainless steel blade folds into an attractive 3 1/2” Camo 
aluminum with black bolsters and an ambidextrous 
thumb stud. 

CH9803
This handy little folding knife features a natural 
hardwood handle with black stainless steel liners 
Measuring 2 3/4” closed and 4 1/4” in overall length 
this mini natural-wood liner-lock folding knife is sure to 
please. 

CH9885
This knife is constructed from 420 Stainless Steel with a mirror 
finish and features a 3 3/4” blade an easy one handed opening 
with thumb notches. A perfect gift for any outdoorsman. 
Comes with attached clip and black Nylon sheath.

CH9889
Ipsandae liquam, est, quam quaspersped que pra velia 
consequibus ut dolupta testium quo tota cusanda eperro 
conseri corrorumquia nisinto ilibus delibus rerio. Optatemped 
modit estemquia nisitibea voluptiat ma sit, omnihilibus nones 
dolorem quosame nobis et fuga. Itate plitae volorro

CH9886
This knife is constructed from 420 Stainless Steel with a 
dark stonewash finish and features a 3” blade with easy 
one handed opening with thumb notches. A perfect gift 
for any outdoorsman. Comes with attached clip and black 
nylon sheath.
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CH807
BLACK

CH9836
MEDIUM

CH9836-1
LARGE

100% cotton terrycloth tri-fold golf 
towel with riveted metal eyelets for the 
bag clip. Embroidered with the Gold 
Bowtie.

CH807-1
WHITE

CH9579
This vented windproof umbrella with metal 
canopy construction has a arc length of 68".  It 
can withstand wind gusts of up to 55 MPH.CR9257

“The MVP” features a vented canopy.  Allows 
wind gusts to pass through without inverting the 
umbrella.  Fiberglass shaft and a rubber pistol-
grip handle.

CH9833
Now a divot repair tool you 
can put in your pocket! 
The Flip Divot Tool and 
Open Bowtie Marker has a 
push button mechanism 
which allows the 
repair tool to 
extend when 
needed and folds 
back in till the 
next time. 

Golf glove with faux carbon 
fiber background and 
bowtie accents.CH9835

Chevrolet golf tees 
and ball marker.

CH9841
Pinnacle Gold golf ball 
tube with Open BT.

CH9834
Chevrolet golf club 
cleaning tool.
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Our Chevrolet Braker longboards are a one of a kind, piece of rolling artwork, 
truly custom and individually numbered. In order to protect our environment, 
the sustainable hardwoods are carefully selected and laminated using only the 
best water based adhesives. The decks are constructed with multiple layers 
and are cambered from end to end providing strength and flexibility for a more 
responsive ride. Our customized truck plates feature an SS logo and our Open 
Bowtie logo for a unique one of a kind look. We never use stain, you are seeing 
the natural beauty of many different wood species. We apply a layer of recycled 
clear silica for the grip which allows the natural beauty of the deck to shine 
through. It is our hope every time you carve a turn, or just enjoy a cruise on your 
Chevrolet Braker longboard, you will be reminded that quality is still made in the 
USA.

Deck Dimensions 39” x 9.5”

Rated for 225 lbs. 

76MM Wheels, 78a (soft smooth riding), Abec 9 
Bearings, Stainless Steel Hardware, .125 Clear 
Risers
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CH9854
SKATEBOARD

CH9855
BLACK HOLDER

CUSTOM LONGBOARDS
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SKATEBOARDS

SKATEBOARDS
CUSTOM AND LIMITED EDITION

Chevrolet has licensed a skateboard line. These boards are 
licensed exclusively to Cruisin Sports, Inc. They are high 
quality boards that meet all safety regulations. Boards are the 
standard 8” wide x 32” long.

CH9618
2 Trucks, 4 wheels, and 
all necessary hardware 
for assembly except 
board.

CH9617
Chevy Nation Skateboard
(Board Only)

CH9796
ZL1 Skateboard
(Board Only)

CH9623
Chevy Nation Skateboard
(Complete Board)

CH9795
ZL1 Skateboard
(Complete Board)

CR9265
Lead Follow or be 
Roadkill Skateboard 
(Board Only)

CH9874
Limited Edition
American Original 
Skateboard (Board Only)

CR9266
Lead Follow or be Roadkill 
Skateboard(Complete 
Board)

CH9875
Limited Edition
American Original 
Skateboard (Complete 
Board)

All Boards Proudly 
Made in the USA

HIGH QUALITY

Custom Wheels Printed with 
the Chevy Bowtie.

For play or room decoration.

4th LIMITED EDITION 
BOARD WILL

SOON BE SOLD OUT AND 
RETIRED

SOON BE SOLD OUT 

AND RETIRED

EDITION 3

EDITION 2

LTD TO 100
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CH9616
GOLD BOWTIE

MC912-SS
SS FLAG

CR9042
CHEVROLET RACING

CW9007
MR. CROSSWRENCH FLAG

CHEVROLET FLAGS
These flags are 3’x5’ and are digitally printed 
on 200 denier nylon material.  Each flag is 
finished with a canvas header and two brass 
grommets.  The flags are sewn with four 
rows of lock stitching on the fly end.
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CH9879
CORNHOLE BOARD W/ BAGS

CW9016
MR. CROSSWRENCH 
CORNHOLE BOARD W/ BAGS

CR9270
CHEVROLET RACING 
CORNHOLE BOARD W/ BAGS

CH9880
CHEVROLET BAGS

CORNHOLE GAMEFULLY CUSTOM

CAN BE PERSONALIZED
SEE PAGE 93 FOR DETAILS

Spice up the ultimate outdoor social game with 
your own customized Gold Bowtie cornhole game 
set. With this set you get two high quality, heavy 
duty 24”x48” tournament-grade, regulation-sized 
cornhole boards with folding legs and the complete 
bag set.

Our standard bags are made of quality Duck Cloth 
canvas material measuring 6”x 6” and weighing 
between 15-16 ounces filled with whole corn kernels. 
This is the regulation that all serious cornhole players 
use. We also have all weather bags for those who need 
more wet weather protection. The difference is those 
bags use plastic beads inside instead of corn. They are 
regulation size with excellent playability. 

• Quality 3/4” Plywood Tops - Smooth finish, excellent playability.
• Top Choice Finish Grade 2x4s - Superior to the basic framing boards others use.
• Finished with clear gloss sealant for protection.
• Strong pocket hole joint construction.
• Strong, foldable 2x4 leg construction with carriage bolts and wing nuts
• We paint the sides and legs and touch up our boards!
• Complete cornhole bag set included in our price. 8 bags with Gold Bowtie.
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MC921-SS
SS CARBON FIBER

CH9740
BOWTIE CARBON FIBER

Featuring a CARBON FIBER pattern, these stylish 
sunglasses sport a large lens to maximize peripheral 
vision and block the elements from all angles.  Nose 
pads are TCG and temples have TCG co-injection 
molded into the frame material. This ensures the 
sunglasses stay where they are supposed to. USA. 

SB9001BG
BLACK

THESE SUNGLASSES HAVE UNISEX 
STYLING WITH METAL ACCENTS AT 
THE TEMPLE HINGE.

CH9773
REALTREE CAMO

TCG is a proprietary material that has 
Temperature Controlled Grip. The hotter the 
material becomes the more it grips your skin.

WHAT IS TCG?

CH9772
BLACK

CH9775
REALTREE CAMO

SB9006CB
These camo sunglasses feature a full wrap 
with wide temples to block light from all 
angles and the popular Realtree AP™ pattern.
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CH9477
“Tighten Up” with this 3” x 
2” Gold Bowtie Belt Buckle

CR9249
“Tighten Up” with this 3” x 2” 
Gold Bowtie Racing Belt Buckle

MC913-SS
SS Belt Buckle

CR9248
This Authentic Chevrolet Racing Seat Belt 
Clasp and Tough Nylon Webbed Belt. (adjust 
from 24 to 40 inches) Featuring the new Gold 
Bowtie Racing logo Fits Men and Women.

CH9273
Check out this authentic Gold Bowtie seat 
belt clasp and tough nylon webbed belt. It 
can adjust from 24 to 40 inches. Fits Men and 
Women

MC914-SS 
This Authentic Seat Belt Clasp and tough 
Nylon Webbed Belt has Diverse Market Appeal. 
(adjust from 24 to 40 inches) Featuring the 
new SS logo. Fits Men and Women.

CH9859 
We replicated the Chevrolet Bowtie here in masterful 
details - check out the etched Chevrolet logos on the 
backside. The buckle is curved to match your waist 
line and with our ratcheting system, you will get the 
most comfortable fit available.

CH9884 
These amazing Gold Bowtie socks provide 
the perfect balance of thick/thinness and 
breath-ability with 77% cotton for superior 
comfort.  Plus, we put extra love into the little 
details like toe/heel cap seams and ankle 
band elasticity. 

CH9858 
The buckle screams Hot Rod with its blacked out features. The 
Camaro buckle is stamped on a black buckle attached to a 
carbon fiber embossed belt strap. Pure evil with pure fun. When 
you put on this belt, you’ll get the urge to burn some rubber!
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CH9761
Tailgater couch folding aluminum chair, designed 
to seat two adults or three children. Lightweight 
at under 10 lbs, but has a weight capacity of 
500 lbs. Large seat 37” wide x 16 deep. Includes 
detachable zippered mesh storage pockets, polyweb 
shoulder strap, and wooden armrests. Also includes 
complementary drink holders that attach to arms.

This Officially Licensed Chevrolet Pub Table 
is the perfect addition for your Game Room 
and adds to the atmosphere of the party. It 
features a 28 inch diameter tabletop trimmed 
with chrome plated banding and a 42 inch 
high chrome base with adjustable foot rest.

Bring style, function and comfort to your game room, 
garage or collection with an officially licensed chrome 
shop stool. Featuring vinyl sides trimmed with quarter 
inch vinyl beading. Chrome double rung reinforced legs 
are both lightweight and supportive.

CR9261
GOLD BOWTIE RACING

CR9260
GOLD BOWTIE 
RACING

CH9764
GOLD BOWTIE

CH9763
GOLD BOWTIE

PUB TABLE

SHOP STOOL
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NEON CLOCKS
These beautiful Chevrolet Neon Wall Clocks are some of our 
most popular items, and it’s easy to see why. The combination 
of the legendary Chevrolet Bowtie and retro yellow neon is 
tough to beat. You’ll be proud to put this lighted clock on a wall 
in your kitchen, game room or office, or give it to a Chevrolet 
fan you know.

CH9720
The 150pc 20 1/2” wide puzzle will keep you busy and 
entertained. Featuring the Gold Bowtie on a carbon fiber 
background. 

CH9721
Keep time with this 

12 3/4” high oval clock 
featuring the Gold 

Bowtie over a carbon fiber 
background. 

CR9267
Add style to your man cave with this 12 
1/2” Chevrolet Race Shop sign featuring 
the Gold Bowtie over a printed carbon 
fiber background. 

CH9722
This 15” high 10 1/4” deep 
tapered wastebasket 
featuring the Gold Bowtie 
goes well in an office or 
work area. The carbon 
fiber background adds 
character. 

CR9259
GOLD BOWTIE RACING 
NEON CLOCK

CH9762
GOLD BOWTIE 
NEON CLOCK

CR9091
GOLD BOWTIE RACING

CH9522
GOLD BOWTIE

Show ‘em off in the shop! Highly 
custom diecut fiberboard clocks give 
your work area personality. Featuring 
a laminate face and full color graphics, 
these 12” x 6” clocks are an awesome 
addition to your wall.
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36” x 4” Man Cave Street Sign.

CR9263
36” x 4” Racing Street Sign.

All Signs Proudly 
Made in the USA

CH9619
16”w Heritage Eagle on a 
stamped aluminum wall 
sign 

CR9247
The Chevrolet Racing sign is in! This 17” wide raised 
aluminum sign looks great on the shop wall.

CH9846
The Chevrolet sign is in! This 17” wide 
raised metal sign looks great on the shop 
wall.

The signs on the top of this page are made 
of heavy, 18 gauge galvanized steel. The 
signs are all laser cut and the sign lettering 
and border is deeply embossed adding 
strength, rigidity, and a distinctive 3D 
classic look to the sign. The paint finish is 
automotive gray acrylic enamel cured at 
320° F. Proudly made in the USA. 

MC916-SS
18’x3’ SS Sign 

MC911-SS
17”wide x 5 1/2” tall SS high 
definition stamped aluminum 
embossed sign. 

CH9799
18”wide x 16” tall Chevrolet Speed Shop metal 
High Definition stamped aluminum embossed 
sign. 
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CR9242
Our American Chevrolet Racing 10” 
wide raised aluminum sign looks 
great on the shop wall.

CH9621
Heritage Black faux rust finished 
on stamped raised aluminum.

MC910-SS
SS stamped raised aluminum 
license plate

CH9479
Gold Bowtie stamped raised 
aluminum license plate

CT9129
Chevy Trucks stamped raised 
aluminum license plate

CR9019
Chevrolet Bowtie Racing stamped 
raised aluminum license plate

CT9130
Bowtie Silverado stamped raised 
aluminum license plate

CH9845
Chevrolet, Live Fast. Drive Hard. 
Die cast metal license plate frame 
with antique pewter finish. 

CR9268
Chevrolet Racing. Die cast 
metal license plate frame 
with antique pewter finish. 

CH9832
8” Gold Bowtie on 20 gauge mirrored 
embossed stainless steel on a 1/8” 
custom cut plastic backer with built-
in wall hanger.

CR9269
12” Gold Bowtie Racing on 20 
gauge mirrored embossed 
stainless steel on a 1/8” custom 
cut plastic backer with built-in 
wall hanger.

CH9871
This new Chevrolet magnet is made of heavy 18 gauge steel then 
enamel coated for durable chip resistant finish.  This super strong 
magnet will attach to any metal surface. Overall length 6”.
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CH906
Protect Your Hearing with 
Our Bowtie Print Case 
Containing Two Soft Plugs.

CH9554
These Smokin’ Classic shades will keep you 
looking cool in the summer heat.

CH9560
This neoprene laminated, open cell stretchable 
foam will go perfect with any pair of shades.

CH9870
Keep up with your 
ticket/credentials using 
this Gold Bowtie lanyard 
and credential holder. 

CR9090
Sit down on a nice cushion seat instead of a hard, 
aluminum bleacher at the race. Light, portable, 
and comfortable, this seat features the Chevrolet 
Racing logo over four checkered flags. NEW

H
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DS CH9856
Unlike other beverage holders, the Hooler is the only 
product that actively works to keep your drink ice cold 
by harnessing the power of two simple components 
that have been proven since the dawn of time: ice and 
water. NEW

CH9295
CNC machined billet aluminum 
Chevrolet Bowtie engraved hitch 
cover

CH9293
CNC machined billet aluminum 
Chevrolet cut-out bowtie hitch 
cover

MC917-SS
CNC machined billet aluminum 
Chevrolet SS engraved hitch 
cover
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CH917-4
Black Open Bowtie 
1” x 3”

MC903-SS
SS Sticker 3 1/2” x 2”

MC909-SS
SS Sticker 6”

CH918-4
Black Open Bowtie 
3” x 8”

CH919-4
Black Open Bowtie 
5” x 13”

CH920-4
Black Open 
Bowtie 6” x 16”

CH917-3
White Open Bowtie 1” x 3”

CH921-4
Black Open Bowtie 
12” x 32”

CH918-3
White Open Bowtie 3” x 8”

CH919-3
White Open Bowtie 
5” x 13”

CH920-3
White Open Bowtie 
6” x 16”

CH921-3
White Open Bowtie 
12” x 32”

CH918-7
Camo Bowtie 3" x 8"
Realtree AP.

CH919-7
Camo Bowtie 5" x 12" Realtree AP.

CH920-7
Camo Bowtie 6" x 16" Realtree AP.

CH9698-2
14” wide 
Gold Bowtie

CH9698-1
8” wide 
Gold Bowtie

CH9698
3” wide 
Gold Bowtie

CR9255
3” wide Gold 
Bowtie Racing 

CR9255-1
6” wide Gold Bowtie Racing

CR9255-2
9” wide Gold Bowtie Racing CR9255-3

14” wide Gold Bowtie Racing

H
ARDGOODS
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CH878
Like a portable easy chair, our Chevrolet 
folding camp chair includes arm rest, drink 
holder and carrying bag.

CH9601
Made of 600d polyester, 
this collapsible cooler tub 
features a molded bottom 
for superior strength and 
durability and prevents the 
bottom from sinking. Holds 
48 cans in its PEVA sealed 
interior, and a can opener 
attached for convenience. 
An easy-access top pocket 
keeps things cool while you 
grab a cold one, and grab 
handles at the top to make 
it super portable. It stands 
at table level, so no more 
bending down for drinks. A 
separate bag is included for 
carrying the stand.

CH9430
Tailgate Cooler will hold 50 cans. 
Keep food and drinks within 
easy reach while tailgating or 
camping. Multiple pockets for 
storage. Removable divider in 
main storage area. Retractable 
bottle opener. Heat sealed 
interior to prevent leaking.
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CH9549
Everything for the perfect 
picnic will fit into this rugged 
sport cooler. Adjustable, padded 

shoulder strap for carrying 
ease, convenient bottle 

opener attached on strap, 
top zipper opening for 
easy access to main 
compartment, side 
mesh pockets, and 18 
can capacity.

CH9431
12 pack cooler bag with 
Heat Sealed Interior 
to prevent leakage. 
Expandable mesh pocket 
and front zip pocket.

CH9432
12 Bottle or 18 
Can capacity. This 
rugged cooler has 
a removable bottle 
divider and a built 
in bottle opener. 
The interior is heat 
sealed to prevent 
leakage.

CR9009
This amazing new 6 pack 
cooler with the Bowtie 
Racing logo features a 
diamond leatherette trim, 
open mesh pockets, and 
heat-sealed removable 
PVC lining inside.

CH9765
This cooler is foam 
insulated with a heat 
sealed liner that ensures 
waterproof storage.
Also features a full length 
front slash pocket and side 
mesh elastic pocket offer 
additional storage and adjustable 
shoulder strap ensure comfortable 
transport.
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Boasting an epic 9,800 cubic inches of storage space, 
this mammoth 34”h x 16”w x 17”d bag can easily handle 

extended stays. Weighing in at 14.2 lbs. and made of 600D 
poly/420D dobby poly material, this bag also comes with a wide 

mouth LID opening for easy access, iFOM integrated foam panel 
construction for added protection, custom organization dividers, 

multiple zippered mesh pockets, telescoping pull handle, oversized 
heavy duty treaded wheels, and a Structural Load Equalizing Deck 

system for increased durability and handling.

THE CANBERRA
Built for serious travelers. The Canberra is designed so they’ll always arrive 
organized, tidy and ready for action. This 29”h x 16”w x 13”d luggage can 
hold 5,800 cu.in., weighs 10.6 lbs., and features 600D poly/420D dobby 
poly/neoprene construction, multiple grab handles, two large external 
pockets, interior mesh divider, internal suit strap, internal compression 
strap, skate wheels for added stability, retractable pullman handle, 
and interior neoprene lining.

CH9682
THE SLED

CH9683
THE KICKSTART

CH9684
THE CANBERRA
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THE KICKSTART
This 22”h x 14”w x 10”d 420 dobby 
poly/600D poly luggage bag rolls right on 
board most aircraft and stows enough 
for a few days of business or pleasure. 
It weighs 8 lbs. and can hold 2,800 
cu.in. The bag also features: two-stage 
Kickstart handle, internal compression 
straps, two low-profile external 
pockets, custom OGIO identification 
sleeve, skate wheels for added stability 
over curbs or rough terrain, multiple 
grab handles, airline regulation carry-
on size, and a 3” expansion zipper 
(must be checked when expanded). 

THE SLED
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CH9443
BLACK

CH9492
NAVY

CH9494
NAVY

CH9442
BLACK

Half Dome Duffel Bag
Sized to fit the gym locker, 
opens wide to reveal a roomy 
interior that holds shoes and 
a change of clothes. 10”h x 
18”w x 9”d

CH9810
Zip through security with this pack 
that features a laptop compartment 
that lays flat on the screening belt. 
Checkpoint-friendly top-entry padded 
laptop compartment Organization 
panel Large main compartment. Laptop 
sleeve fits most 17” laptops. NEW

Big Dome Duffel Bag Large capacity for the gym 
or light travel. The cavernous interior easily holds 
a complete change of clothes and shoes. 14”h x 21”w 
x 12”d

CH9681
A sleek, powerful pack that’s 
always ready to tackle business 
and adventure. Large dual 
main compartments. Back 
compartment padded laptop 
pocket. Padded tablet/e-reader 
sleeve. Exterior zippered pockets. 
Laptop sleeve fits most 16” 
laptops.

CH9809
This pack that features a laptop compartment 
that lays flat on the screening belt. Checkpoint-
friendly top-entry padded laptop compartment 
organization panel large main compartment. 
Laptop sleeve fits most 17” laptops. NEW

H
ARDGOODS
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Sports bag with embroidered Gold Bowtie. 
This all purpose duffel is just right for 
the gym or a quick trip. Front pocket with 
velcro closure and mesh pocket for water 
bottle. Adjustable shoulder strap and top 
carry handles. 18” x 11” x 9”.

ALL PURPOSE

CH9542
Eclipse Deluxe Business Brief. 
Front zippered deluxe organizer 
for all your accessories. Large 
zippered main compartment 
for files. Detachable, adjustable 
shoulder strap. PolyCanvas.

CR9163
RED CR9164

GRAY

CH9528
RED

CH9528-1
BLACK

CH9528-2
CHARCOAL

CH9528-3
ROYAL BLUE

CH9528-4
GREEN

ULTRA SOFT BLANKETS
15 oz. 50” x 60” non-pilling fleece blankets. Thermal 
insulation provides warmth without weight. Durable, 
machine-washable, cozy blanket, constructed to give you 
comfort, warmth and quality. 

CH9723
Go green with this 80 gram non-woven, 
coated water-resistant tote bag. 
Washable and reusable, it comes with 
20” reinforced handles and the Gold 
Bowtie on the front.
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CH9045
Our windshield shade 
has a  reflector-finish 
nylon “Bowtie” panels 
that stores easily in its 
own bag.

CH9105
Don’t get stranded without the essentials! 
Chevrolet highway companion safety kit 
Includes: Case, jumper cables, warning 
triangle, siphon, mylar blanket, two 
bungee cords, two glow sticks, gloves, 
flashlight and 50 psi tire gauge.

CH9243
This Chevrolet roadster gift set 
includes auto case, flashlight, 
tire gauge, and pen.

CH9581
You can inflate your tires quickly with this 
Mini Carry Case Compressor Kit. 260 PSI, 
operates from vehicle power outlet socket. 
It also has a built in pressure gauge.
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CH9190
Open Bowtie Clear Vinyl 
Backpack features: Large 
Main Compartment, 1 Zip-
Front Pocket, Mesh bottle 
holder w/drawstring and 
Matching Padded Strap. 
13” x 16” x 7”

CH9603
Check out this backpack. Multi-compartment 
design. Cushion Zone padded computer sleeve 
holds most 17” laptops. Large gusseted front 
pocket. Zippered accessory pocket with 
customized, zipper-stop headphone port. 
Convenient triangle clip. Two, large gusseted side 
mesh pockets. Deluxe organizer mesh pocket. 
Padded shoulder straps with Suspension System 
and integrated media pocket.

CH9680
Make your office mobile in this 
19 1/4”h x 13w x 9 1/2”d pack. 
Made of 600D poly/420D dobby 
poly and featuring a top-entry 
padded laptop compartment, 
fleece-lined valuables stash 
pocket, organization panel, 
dual side beverage/accessory 
holsters, top grab handle, and 
ergonomic adjustable shoulder 
straps. Hatacity: 1,700 cu. 
in./28L.

CH9375
Seatbelt Styled Purse.
Drive Fashion in a New Direction 
with this Gold Bowtie Seatbelt-
styled Purse. Includes a built in 
seatbelt keychain.
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CH9724
8” PLUSH BROWN BEAR

CT9011
9” PLUSH BULLDOG

CH9348
10” PLUSH TEDDY BEAR

CH9725
8” PLUSH WHITE BEAR

PLEASE NOTE:

CH9515
7” LUCY THE MONKEY

CH9260
9” PLUSH MONKEY

STUFFED AN
IM

ALS
All of these animals come with random 
clothing and random Chevrolet logos.

CH9366
9” GOLDEN RETRIEVER

CH9843
6” TOMMY THE TIGER

CH9844
8” BIG PAW DOG
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CH9862
CHROME/WHITE

CH9861
CHROME/CHROME

CH9864
BLACK/ORANGE CH9863

CHROME/BLACK/RED
This custom Chevrolet men’s watch features 
a polished metal link strap with eye-catching 
milgrain texture, and secures with a push-button 
deployant clasp. Red colored face highlights 
tachymeter detail and three decorative sub-dials 
to complete the look. 

A custom Chevrolet watch that defines class and 
elegance, this men’s watch look modern and sleek 
on any wrist. With a black gunmetal dial, case and 
strap and High Precision Japanese Movement, this 
handsome watch is sure to keep you in style and on 
time.

CUSTOM WATCHES
This classically-styled custom watch features a polished 
metal link strap and a choice of white or chrome face and 
bezel with a push-button deployant clasp. A round case 
with tachymeter detail highlights a metal face with three 
decorative sub-dials and line indices.
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CH9791
CHROME/BLUE

CH9790
GUN METAL/BLACK

CH9792
CHROME/RED

Check out this amazing new watch 
featuring the Open Bowtie. Heavy 
Stainless Steel Case, High Precision 
Japanese Movement, Date Display, 
Rotating Bezel, Flat Mineral Crystal, 
Folded Steel Bracelet, Water 
Resistant to 5ATM

47mm Alloy casing with 
brush silver case silver & 
black bezel and tire tread 
band. Japanese quartz 
movement inside. 5 year 
local warranty. Highlight: 
30M water resistant; 
luminous hands; turning 
bezel.

The Adventurer watch is for 
those of us who look beyond 
the horizon. Features a 47mm 
Alloy casing with brush silver 
case silver & black bezel and 
rubber silicone band. Japanese 
quartz movement inside. 5 
year local warranty. The watch 
is water resistant up to 30M 
and has luminous hands and a 
turning bezel.

Unisex 43mm polycarb casing, stainless 
steel caseback, water resistant to 50 
meters, Japanese Quartz Movement, 
magnifies date movement, silicon band, 
available in 3 colors. 5 year warranty

CH9828
PURPLE

CH9827
BLACK

CH9830
BLUE

CH9831
BLACK/YELLOW

CH9829
BLACK

HARDWORKING DURABLE WATCHES
CUSTOM

 W
ATCH

ES
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CH9587
With a dual zippered top and large front and end pockets, 
this Realtree AP gear bag can hold anything you need for any 
outdoor occasion.

CH1289
This camouflage crewneck features the popular Realtree 
AP™ pattern with the embroidered Gold Bowtie. This 5 
oz. 100% polyester mesh shirt features moisture wicking 
technology. Accented with a square bottom and open 
cuffs. Heat seal label for ultimate comfort. Available in 
sizes Medium through 3XL.

CH1297
This pink camo ladies 
shirt features the 
Realtree AP camo 
pattern. A solid shirt, 
it features the Gold 
Bowtie embroidered on 
the left chest. S-XL

CH2225
This beanie has an anti-pill finish 
for lasting wear and it’s perfect for 
times you want warmth without 
bulk or weight.CH2266

This structured, mid profile hat features 
the Realtree AP camo print and Gold 
Bowtie for a great look and high quality. 
USA.

CH2295
Pink Camo with Gold Bowtie on a 
structured front.

CA
M

O 
GO

OD
S
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CH9459
Nine Super-Bright LED lights that never 
burn out. Includes positive on/off rear 
switch with batteries included.

CH9584
This all-in-one Realtree 
AP cooler holds 16 cans 
with ice. It also features a 

double heat sealed no-
leak liner.

OD900
Realtree AP 
can holder.

CH9585
This backpack cooler with 
Realtree AP pattern holds 
20 cans plus ice.

CH9586
Stuff 16 cans and ice in 
this Realtree AP flex cooler. 
Double heat sealed liner 
prevents leaks.

CH918-7
Camo Bowtie 3" x 8"
Realtree AP.

CH919-7
Camo Bowtie 5" x 12" Realtree AP.

CH920-7
Camo Bowtie 6" x 16" Realtree AP.

CAM
O GOODS

CH9811
Realtree AP 
insulated mug. 
NEW
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DP2077 
RED

DP2004 
WHITE

DP2006
ROYAL

DP2076
CAROLINA BLUE

DP2078 
TEXAS ORANGE

DP2065
BLACK

DP2068
ATHLETIC GOLD

DP2005
TAN

100% cotton twill 
structured mid profile 
hats. These hats keep 
their classic shape and 
keep their colors after 
lots of wear.

DEALER PERSONALIZED 
HATS ONLY

INCLUDES LOGO FREE

$10.00*

*YOU MUST ORDER A MINIMUM 
OF 12 HATS FOR DEALER 

PERSONALIZATION. 
SEE PAGE 74 FOR ANY 
ADDITIONAL DETAILS.

SEE PAGE 74

DP = Dealer Personalization
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DEALER PERSON
ALIZED

DPOD200 
This Realtree Advantage Max 4D 
hat features YOUR logo and a vlecro 
closure. USA.

FASHION VISORS
Great looking classic visor with YOUR 
logo. Tuck strap slide closure. Import.

DP2211
YELLOW

DP2209
STONE

DPOD201
Realtree AP camo with YOUR 
logo on it. Mesh back velcro 
closure, high quality hat. USA.

DPOD202 
Realtree AP camo visor with 
YOUR logo on it. High quality 
visor. USA.

100% washed cotton twill mesh 
back hat. Low profile hats with 
pre-curved visor and adjustable 
plastic snap tab closure.

DP2073
BROWN MESH

DP2072
SLATE BLUE MESH

DP2071
NAVY MESH

DP2074
FOREST GREEN MESH

DP2069
STONE MESH

DP2070
MAROON MESH

Example of
Dealer Personalization. Example of

Dealer 
Personalization.

LOW PROFILE

DP2210
ORANGE

DP2212
BLACK

DP = Dealer Personalization
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With a grid-like texture, this durable, smartly priced polo wicks 
moisture and controls odor--making it a favorite for team uniforming.

• 4.28-ounce, 100% polyester
• Flat knit collar
• 3-button placket with dyed-to-match buttons
• Self-fabric piping at placket and cuffs
• Set-in, open hem sleeves

A. DP3413 CELADON BLUE

B. DP3422  YELLOW

C. DP3414 AUTUMN ORANGE

D. DP3421 WHITE 

E. DP3420 TRUE ROYAL

F. DP3419 TRUE NAVY

G. DP3418  TAN

H. DP3415 BATTLESHIP GREY

I. DP3417 ENGINE RED

J. DP3416 BLACK

G. H. I. J.

POLOS

Dealer Logo No 
Extra Charge
See Page 74 for the details
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Achieve the pinnacle of performance in this style that pairs a rich diamond texture with Nike 
Sphere Dry moisture management technology. The ultramodern fabric has a “bumpy” inside 
surface that minimizes cling by allowing only a portion of the shirt to come in contact with the 
skin. Perfect for any occasion, this exceptional shirt is designed for maximum movement and 
increased air flow. Finished with a self-fabric collar and open hem sleeves. Features a three-
button placket. Pearlized buttons are selected to complement the shirt color. The contrast 
Swoosh design trademark is embroidered on the left sleeve. 100% polyester.

Take comfort to the next level with Nike superior moisture 
wicking fabric technology. The stitch-trimmed shoulder 
panels and gussets make a distinctive difference. Flat knit 
collar, three-button placket and open hem sleeves. Pearlized 
buttons are selected to complement the shirt color. Made of 
4.7-ounce, 100% polyester moisture wicking fabric. Available 
in men and women styles. M-XXL. Special order up to 4XL.

NIKE SPHERE DRY DIAMOND

DP3390
VARSITY RED

DP3385
LIGHT BLUEBERRY

DP3384
VARSITY RED

DP3389
LIGHT BLUEBERRY

DP3387
BLACK

DP3391
BLACK

DP3388
MIDNIGHT NAVY

DP3392
MIDNIGHT NAVY

DP3386
WHITE

DP3289
WHITE

DP3291
WHITE

DP3290
BLACK

DP3293
BLACK

DP3288
RED

DP3292
RED

DP3393
WHITE

MENS

MENS

WOMENS

WOMENS

NIKE CLASSIC POLOS

Only $58.99

Only $38.99
Dealer Personalized

Dealer Personalized

FABRIC TEXTURE

FABRIC TEXTURE

*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.

*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.
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DP = Dealer Personalization
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WOMENS

MENS

DP3394 MEAN GREEN

DP3395 VALOR BLUE

DP3396 ANTHRACITE

DP3397 CORNSILK

DP3398 BLACK

DP3399 BLUE SAPPHIRE

DP3412 NAVY

DP3401 WHITE

DP3402 VARSITY RED

Stay cool when things heat up. 
Engineered with Dri-FIT fabric which 
provides moisture management 
technology. This comfortable micro 
pique polo has an exceptionally soft 
hand. The design features a flat knit 
collar, three-button placket, open hem 
sleeves. The contrast Swoosh design 
trademark is embroidered on the 
left sleeve. Made of 4.4-ounce, 100% 
polyester.

NIKE DRI-FIT 
MICRO PIQUE

Only $34.99
Dealer Personalized

DP3403
MEAN GREEN

DP3411
VARSITY RED

DP3409
NAVY

DP3405
ANTHRACITE

DP3404
VALOR BLUE

DP3408
BLUE SAPPHIRE

DP3410
WHITE

DP3407
BLACK

DP3406
CORNSILK

FABRIC TEXTURE
*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.

DEALER PERSON
ALIZED

DP = Dealer Personalization
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DP3258
Classic Navy with Nautical 
Blue/Silver, M-XXL

DP3259
White with Grey 
Luster/Black Silk, 
M-XXL

DP3260
Black with Black 
Silk/Silver, M-XXL

DP3261
Classic Red with 
Black/Silver, M-XXL

Special Order up to 5XL.

CLASSIC
APPAREL

*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.

ONLY $22.99 EACH
DEALER LOGO INCLUDED FREE

ORDER 6 OR MORE FOR

ONLY $25.00 Each
LOGO INCLUDED
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DP = Dealer Personalization
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DP3256
Black with Black 
Silk/Silver, S-XXL

DP3255
White with Black Silk/
Grey Luster, S-XXL

DP3254
Classic Red with Black/
Silver, S-XXL

These 60% cotton/40% polyester performance birdseye shirts have EDRY™ MOISTURE 
WICKING technology and 40+ SPF UV protection. This keeps you dry and wards off the 
sun. Also featuring a three button placket, color block shoulder panels with contrast 
piping, hemmed sleeves, self fabric collar with stand, and side slits for added comfort 
and ease of movement. Easy care makes it simple to keep clean.

ONLY $25.00 Each

Special Order up to 3XL.

LOGO INCLUDED

*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.

ONLY $22.99 EACH
DEALER LOGO INCLUDED FREE

ORDER 6 OR MORE FOR

DEALER PERSON
ALIZED
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DP3273
BLACK

DP3275
BLUE

DP3274
WHITE

Easy care pique polos made with moisture wicking, antimicrobial 
finish. Solid pique body, matching lay flat collar and contrast inner 
neck tape. Your logo will be embroidered on the front left chest. 
M-XXXL. Special order up to 5XL.

Dealer Logo No 
Extra Charge
See Page 74 for the details

These 100% polyester pique polos feature moisture wicking technology and UV 
protection performance. This keeps you dry and wards off the sun. Also featuring a 
three button placket and side vents. Easy care makes it simple to keep clean. S-3XL.

DP3354
MEN BLACK

DP3356
MEN RED

DP3355
MEN PURPLE

DP3357
MEN LT. BLUE

Only $47.00

Only $24.00

Back Yoke available 
for Embroidery for an 
additional $1.50 each

*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.

PIQUÉ
MOISTURE WICKING

DP = Dealer Personalization

DEALER PERSONALIZED

DEALER PERSONALIZED
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DP3285
CHARCOAL

DP3282
RED

DP3284
BLACK

Only $22.00

DP3276
MEN TRUE ROYAL

DP3281
WOMEN TRUE ROYAL

DP3277
MEN RED

DP3280
MEN CHARCOAL

DP3278
MEN WHITE

Made of 3.8 oz., 100% polyester moisture wicking micro-piqué and 
featuring double-needle stitching on sleeves and bottom hem, 
ribbed collar, two-button placket, panel inserts along sleeves, 
and snag resistant. Available in men and women styles, M-XXL. 
Special order XS, S and up to 4XL.

DP3279
MEN BLACK

*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.

DP3283
WHITE

DEALER PERSON
ALIZED

Only $22.00

MICRO PIQUÉ

DP = Dealer Personalization

DEALER PERSONALIZED

DEALER PERSONALIZED

MENS

WOMENS
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DP3334
MEN GRAY

DP3333
MEN RED

*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.

DE
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ED Texture Detail

A super subtle vertical texture adds a bit of interest to this 
durable pique style. With moisture-wicking performance and a 
budget-friendly price, you just can’t go wrong with this casual 
essential. S-4XL.

PIQUE POLOS

Only $19.99
DEALER PERSONALIZED

DP3330
WOMEN RED

DP3331
WOMEN GRAY

DP3328
WOMEN NAVY

DP3329
WOMEN PURPLE

DP3332
MEN NAVY

Only $19.99
DEALER PERSONALIZED

DP = Dealer Personalization

DP3335
MEN PURPLE
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DP3343
MEN REGATTA BLUE

DP3342
MEN GRAY

DP3340
MEN BLUE

DP3341
MEN WHITE

PIQUE POLOS
A subtle pique and jersey self-jacquard horizontal texture 
makes this polo stylish and work-friendly. Exceptional 
moisture wicking makes it comfortable. S-4XL.

DP3338
WOMEN GRAY

DP3336
WOMEN BLUE

DP3337
WOMEN WHITE

DP3339
WOMEN REGATTA BLUE

*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.

DEALER PERSON
ALIZED

Only $24.00
DEALER PERSONALIZED

DP = Dealer Personalization
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A smart choice for the workplace and your budget. Our poplin 
shirt can take daily wear and tear and remain looking great, 
thanks to an easy care blend. Lightweight and soft, it’s also 
durable and perfect for any occupation requiring a neat, 
professional look. M-XXL.

SHORT SLEEVE POPLIN

DP4217
BLACK

DP4219
LIGHT BLUE

DP4218
WHITE

2.85 oz for a lightweight, soft, 
and comfortable shirt.

Dealer Logo No 
Extra Charge
See Page 74 for the details

Back Yoke available 
for Embroidery for an 
additional $1.50 each

*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.

DP4220
GRAY
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Only $19.00
DEALER PERSONALIZED
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DP4211
Black

LONG SLEEVE POPLIN

A smart choice for the workplace and your budget. 
Our poplin shirt can take daily wear and tear and 
remain looking great, thanks to an easy care blend. 
Lightweight and soft, it’s also durable and perfect for 
any occupation requiring a neat, professional look. 
Featuring your logo on the front left chest. M-XXXL.

DP4208
LIGHT BLUE

DP4207
GRAY

DP4213
WHITE

DP4016
NAVY

Only $17.00
DEALER PERSONALIZED

DP4015
GRAY SLATE

DP4012
WHITE

DP4009
BLACK

Back Yoke available 
for Embroidery for an 
additional $1.50 each

*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.

DEALER PERSON
ALIZED

Only $19.00
DEALER PERSONALIZED

Dealer Logo No 
Extra Charge
See Page 74 for the details

A modern take on a great classic look. Super soft with a 
touch of spandex in the collar and cuffs to retain shape. 
Made of a 6.3 ounce, 100% ring spun combed cotton; 
cover seamed, spandex in collar and cuffs, double-needle 
stitched collar and bottom hem. Your dealer personalized 
logo on the collar. M-5XL.

DP4212
STONE
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DP4276
DILL

DP4275
NAVY

DP4274
FRENCH BLUE

DP4234
BLUE

DP4235
WHITE

DP4236
BLACK

This cotton Poly blend is the shirt you never knew you have 
always wanted. It features wrinkle free and stain resistant 
fabric with specially fused collar, cuffs and placket. The Gold 
Bowtie rounds out this stylish and comfortable shirt. Available 
in sizes Small through 3XL.

DP4237
BLUE

DP4238
WHITE

DP4239
BLACK

DP = Dealer Personalization

Discerning quality with easy care – these shirts have the rich 
feel of a cotton blend with wrinkle resistance. Relaxed and 
roomy, they feature a button-down collar and patch pocket, 
back box pleat for moving room, two-button adjustable cuffs, 
button-sleeve plackets, and shirttail hem. 60% cotton, 40% 
polyester. Available in sizes Medium through 3XL.

FINE TWILL SHIRT

Only $36.00

Only $50.00

DEALER PERSONALIZED

DEALER PERSONALIZED
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MENS WOMENS
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DEALER PERSON
ALIZED

PLAID PATTERN SHIRTS
A not-too-bold plaid pattern offers a welcome break from a solid color. 
Designed for comfort and wrinkle-resistant convenience, these yarn-
dyed poplin shirts are ideal for both dress and casual wear. Made of 
3.21-ounce, 55/45 cotton/poly and featuring pearlized buttons, button-
through sleeve plackets, button-down collar, adjustable cuffs. XS–4XL.

DP4223
MEN NAVY

DP4227
MEN ORANGE

DP4229
MEN CHARCOAL

DP4231
MEN GREEN

DP4233
MEN PURPLE

DP4222
WOMEN NAVY

DP4226
WOMEN ORANGE

DP4228
WOMEN CHARCOAL

DP4230
WOMEN GREEN

DP4232
WOMEN PURPLE

DP4277
STONE

DP4278
GRAPHITE

DP4279
FR. BLUE

This Glen Plaid collection cotton Poly blend features Active Fit 
and True Non-iron performance. It also has fused collar, cuffs and 
placket. Specially treated to stay looking good all day long. Available 
in sizes Small through 3XL.

DP = Dealer Personalization

Only $36.00

Only $29.00

DEALER PERSONALIZED

DEALER PERSONALIZED

MENSWOMENS

Dealer Logo No 
Extra Charge
See Page 74 for the details
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DP5174
BLACK

*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.
DE
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 P
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Only $39.00
DEALER PERSONALIZED

DP5125
This full length jacket packs and zips into self pocket. 
Features include; zippered inner security pocket, 
concealed rollaway hood, and front zippered pockets. 
Black. S-XXXL.

DP5144
This amazing jacket with your dealer personalized 
logo has a polyester bonded shell and a water 
resistant finish. Stretches for comfort and flexibility. 
The jacket has a modern fit for a sleek athletic 
silhouette. Easy care machine washable. S-XXXL.

Only $49.00

Only $55.00
DEALER PERSONALIZED

DEALER PERSONALIZED

DP5175
GOLD

With two zippered front pockets, stretch binding at cuffs and bottom 
hem, and high quality fleece, these jackets sporting your dealer logo are 
great for chilly weather and a stylish look. M-XXL

DP = Dealer Personalization

Dealer Logo No 
Extra Charge
See Page 74 for the details

Dealer Logo No 
Extra Charge
See Page 74 for the details
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DURABLE WATER RESISTANT

DP5163
MEN

DP5162
WOMEN

*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.

Only $55.00
DEALER PERSONALIZED

DEALER PERSON
ALIZED

DP5161
BLACK/
CHARCOAL 
HEATHER

DP5160
RED ELEMENT/
BLACK

Only $49.00
DEALER PERSONALIZED

Plush and durable fleece with colorblocking make this jacket ready 
for the trails and beyond. Features zippered hand warmer pockets, 
elastic cuffs and an open hem with drawcord and toggles. Contrast 
Columbia logo embroidered on right chest. Made of 360 gram, 100% 
polyester MTR fleece for maximum thermal retention. M-XXL

This jacket features a heavy weight inner 
fleece for additional warmth. It has an upper 
sleeve and inside pocket for personal audio 
device. S-XXXL, USA.

DP = Dealer Personalization

Dealer Logo No 
Extra Charge
See Page 74 for the details
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DP5170
BLACK

This rich piece is ideal indoors and out. Lightweight, yet 
warm, it has a soft sweater-knit face with a fleece interior. 
A cadet collar, reverse coil zipper and zippered pockets 
enhance the appeal. Binding on cuffs and hem. Made of 
12-ounce, 100% polyester sweater fleece. M-3XL

ON
LY$55.00

Only $28

DP4004
PUTTY

DP4001
ALPINE GREEN

DP4003
MIDNIGHT NAVY

DP4005
DESERT TAN

DP4006
CHILI RED

our popular microfiber unlined windshirt.  It’s water resistant 
with Teflon Fabric protector and stain guard protection. Crew 
neck with matching ribbed collar, cuffs and waistband. Side 
seam pockets with full nylon lining. M-XXXL.

CHECK OUT
DP4007
BLACK

WINDSHIRTS

Dealer Logo No 
Extra Charge
See Page 74 for the details
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For cool-to-cold weather, this lightweight microfleece jacket is perfect either 
alone or layered. Available at a great value, it features clear coil zippers with 
dyed-to-match chain stitching and taping. (Grey chain stitching on White.) An 
anti-pill finish helps preserve a clean appearance. S-4XL.

DEALER PERSON
ALIZED

DP5190
WOMEN NAVY

DP5189
WOMEN WHITE

Texture Detail

DP5188
WOMEN BLACK

DP5191
MEN BLACK

DP5193
MEN NAVY

DP5192
MEN PEARL GRAY

*Additional charges apply for shirts 2XL and up.

Only $24.99

Only $24.99

DEALER PERSONALIZED

DEALER PERSONALIZED

DP = Dealer Personalization

Dealer Logo No 
Extra Charge
See Page 74 for the details
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Our Chevrolet Braker longboards are a one 
of a kind, piece of rolling artwork. In order 
to protect our environment, the sustainable 
hardwoods are carefully selected and 
laminated using only the best water based 
adhesives. The decks are constructed with 
multiple layers and are cambered from end 
to end providing strength and flexibility for 
a more responsive ride. Our customized 
truck plates feature can feature your 
company logo.

DP9854
SKATEBOARD

DP9855
BLACK HOLDER

THESE BOARDS CAN BE CUSTOMIZED IN SO 
MANY WAYS, FROM THE METAL PLATES ON 
THE BOARDS, TO THE ART ON THE BOTTOM 
OR EVEN THE WHEEL COLOR.

CUSTOMIZE THE 
WALL HANGER
TO FEATURE 
YOUR LOGO

CUSTOMIZED NAME PLATE

Deck Dimensions 39” x 9.5”

Rated for 225 lbs. 

76MM Wheels, 78a (soft smooth 
riding), Abec 9 Bearings, Stainless 
Steel Hardware, .125 Clear Risers

NO SET UP FEE!
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ED LONGBOARD SKATEBOARD

$299.00
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DP9824
This Charge-It-Up Power Bank includes 
a 2200 mAh Lithium Ion Grade A 
Non-Recycled Battery. Features 
A USB Output And Micro USB 
Input (Cord Included). 
Charges Smart Phones, 
MP3 Players, And More! 
Requires Your Phone’s 
Charging Cord To Charge 
Your Device. 

DP9685-6
The iPhone 4/4s 
skinware is made of 
thick and heavy duty 
washable material 
provides protection to 
your iPhone. It attaches 
using repositionable 
adhesive and leaves no 
sticky residue.

DP9685-5
The iPhone 5/5S 
skinware is made of 
thick and heavy duty 
washable material 
provides protection to 
your iPhone. It attaches 
using repositionable 
adhesive and leaves no 
sticky residue.

DP9801
Wireless computer keyboard with halftone 
bowtie on the keyboard surface. The 
printing covers the top and sidewalls of 
the keys and is very durable. Easy plug-
and-play install. Mac/PC compatible.

DP9802
Quality wireless computer 
mouse with ergonomic 
feel. The halftone bowtie 
is printed directly on the 
surface. Easy USB plug-
and-play install. Mac and PC 
compatible. 

DP9825
This Open Bowtie amplify speaker is pure magic. 
Simply place your mobile device on top of the speaker 
to amplify sound for up to 15 hours of play time. 3 AA 
Batteries and USB Cord Included.

Quantity 12 24 48 96
Price Each $45 $35 $30 $25

Quantity 12 24 48 96
Price Each $35 $24 $18.50 $15

Setup charge $120. Full Color.

Quantity 12 24 48 96
Price Each $25 $13 $9.75 $7

Quantity 25 50
Price Each $9 $8.50

Quantity 25 50
Price Each $15 $30

Quantity 50 100
Price Each $14 $13

Setup charge $120. Full Color.

Setup charge $30. 1 Color/1 Location.

Setup charge $30. 1 Color/1 Location.Setup charge $50. Full Color.

DP9826
This Chevrolet USB car 
charger will keep your smart 
phone or device running.

DEALER PERSON
ALIZED

DEALER PERSON
ALIZED
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DP9554
These smokin’ classic shades will keep 
you looking cool in the summer heat.

BLACK

DP807
BLACK

100% cotton terrycloth tri-fold golf towel 
with riveted metal eyelets for the bag clip. 
Embroidered with your logo. 

Due to the small size of the shirts, some logos may 
require a $50 setup, even if it is an existing logo. Call 
your sales rep for details.

Includes embroidery.

DP807-1
WHITE

DP9724
8” PLUSH BROWN BEAR

DP9693
Take care of your lips with 
this 15 SPF lip balm.

DP9694
Beat the sun 
with this 30 SPF 
Sunscreen that has 
YOUR logo on it.

ATHLETIC GOLD

Quantity 50 100 250 500 1000
Price Each $10.00 $9.54 $9.08 $8.62 $8.15

Quantity 100 250 500 1000 2500
Price Each $5.05 $4.95 $4.85 $4.75 $4.65

Quantity 108 217 432
Price Each $8.50 $8.00 $7.50

Quantity 250 500 1000 2500 5000
Price Each $0.99 $0.97 $0.94 $0.89 $0.87

RED

BLUE

Setup $50 full color.

Setup charge $50 full color.

Setup charge $62.50 per color. $0.50 run 
charge per additional color.

Quantity 12 24 48
Price Each $10 $9 $8
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PERSONALIZE 
THESE ITEMS

WITH YOUR LOGO
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Quantity 250 500 1000 2500 5000
Price Each $0.78 $0.74 $0.72 $0.71 $0.69

RIO GEL PEN
• Rubber grip for writing comfort and control
• Plunger action

Setup charge $40. One color only.

DP9989
BLUE

DP9987
RED

Quantity 250 500 1000 2500 5000
Price Each $0.55 $0.53 $0.51 $0.50 $0.49

CAMPUS PEN

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. 
See above for more options.

Setup charge $40. $0.25 run charge per 
extra color per item. 2 colors max allowed.

• Soft contoured gray rubber grip for  
   writing comfort and control
• Plunger action

DP9988
LIGHT BLUE

-1
PURPLE

-2
GREEN

-3
RED

-4
BLUE

-5
YELLOW

-6
BLACK

-7
PINK

-1
BLACK

-1
BLACK

-2
RED

-2
BLUE

-3
GREEN

-3
MET BLUE

-4
ORANGE

-4
CHARCOAL
-5
GREEN

-6
PURPLE

-7
ORANGE

Setup charge $40. $0.25 run charge per extra 
color per item. 2 colors max allowed.

Quantity 250 500 1000 2500 5000
Price Each $0.55 $0.53 $0.51 $0.50 $0.49

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for 
more options.

PULSE PEN
• Soft contoured gray rubber grip for  
   writing comfort and control
• Plunger action

DEALER PERSON
ALIZED
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DP9985-1
GRAY

DP9985-3
BLACK

DP9985-2
BLUE

DP9985
RED

DP9983
BLACK

Quantity 50 100 250 500 1000
Price Each $5.09 $4.85 $4.73 $4.61 $4.50

Quantity 100 250 500 1000
Price Each $5.88 $5.64 $4.30 $3.98

Quantity 250 500 1000 2500 5000
Price Each $1.01 $0.96 $0.94 $0.91 $0.89

• Includes 30 page 5” x 7” writing pad
• Material PVC
• Elastic pen loop, inside flap pocket 
and mesh ID holder

Setup charge $40, one color only.

Laser engrave setup charge $45.

• Includes calculator, pen and paper
• Silk-screen ($55 setup) or debossed    
   ($75 setup) option
• one color only

DP9984
BLUE

DP9984-1
RED

DP9984-2
BROWN

Bookmark with ruler, sticky notes, and flags.

Setup charge $40. One color only.
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Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. 
See below for more options.

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. 
See below for more options.

DP9981
BLACK

DP9980-4
RED

DP9980-3
BLUE

DP9980-1
WHITE

DP9986
BLUE

-1
PURPLE

-2
GREEN

-3
WHITE

-4
BLACK

-5
REDDP9980-2

Green

DP9980
BROWN

DP9981-1
RED

DP9981-2
WHITE

DP9982
BLACK

DP9981-4
BLUE

DP9981-3
GREEN

Quantity 250 500 1000 2500 5000
Price Each $0.67 $0.64 $0.62 $0.60 $0.59

Quantity 250 500 1000 2500 5000
Price Each $1.23 $1.17 $1.15 $1.12 $1.09

Quantity 150 250 500 1000 2500
Price Each $1.80 $1.71 $1.67 $1.63 $1.59

Quantity 25 500 1000 2500 5000
Price Each $0.73 $0.70 $0.68 $0.67 $0.65

Setup charge $40 per color. Run charge of 
$0.25 per extra color, per piece (2 color max).

Setup charge $40 per color. Run charge of $0.25 per 
extra color, per piece.

Setup charge $40 per color. Run charge of 
$0.25 per extra color, per piece (2 color max).

Setup charge $40 per color. Run charge of $0.25 per 
extra color, per piece (2 color max).

• 10’ retractable steel tape  
   with push button locking  
  mechanism
• Notepad/pen
• Level
• Metric/inch scale
• Belt clip

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.

Quantity 250 500 1000 2500 5000
Price Each $1.41 $1.35 $1.31 $1.28 $1.25

DP9975
BLACK

DP9975-1
BLUE

DP9975-2
RED

• Max: 50 PSI
• Made Of Aluminum

Setup charge $40. Add 
$0.25 per color per piece.

DEALER PERSON
ALIZED
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DP9977-2
METALLIC SILVER

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.

DP9979-2
RED

DP9979
BLACK

DP9979-1
BLUE

DP9977
BLUE DP9977-1

RED

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See above for more options.

Quantity 144 288 576 1008 2016
Price Each $8.99 $8.59 $8.39 $8.19 $7.99

Quantity 48 96 144 288 576
Price Each $4.81 $4.58 $4.47 $4.36 $4.25

Quantity 144 288 576 1008
Price Each $2.48 $2.36 $2.31 $2.25
Orange Cup $2.76 $2.63 $2.56 $2.50

• 16 Oz. Double wall tumbler
• Durable Tritan™ material
• BPA free
• Impact and shatter resistant
• Does not retain odor or taste
• Made in the USA
• Freezer safe
• Top rack dishwasher safe
• Reduces condensation eliminating the need 
for coasters
• Keeps cold drinks colder longer and hot 
drinks     hotter longer
• Meets FDA requirement

Setup charge $50 per side. White or Clear Insert $75 
(1-4 color process).
Second side imprint: Dome or patch $50 plus $2.50 per piece.

Set up charge $40 per color. Running charge $0.30 per 
extra color, per piece (2 color max). Must be ordered in 
quantities of 36 at a time.

• Meets FDA requirements
• Plastic inner liner
• Comes with 9”straw

Setup charge $40 per color, per side. $0.30 per 
extra color, per piece (2 color max).

12oz Ceramic Mug

16oz Double Wall Tumbler

16oz Stainless Double Wall Tumbler
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DP9978
BLUE

DP9978-1
LIME

DP9978-3
ORANGE

DP9978-2
BLACK
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DP9310
BLACK

DP9310-1
ORANGE

DP9310-2
BLUE

DP9310-3
YELLOW

DP9310-4
RED

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.

Quantity 100 300 500 1000

Price Each $1.86 $1.78 $1.73 $1.69

Set up charge $50 
per color. Add $0.50 
per extra color, 
per piece. 4 color 
process setup $200. 

20 oz. bottle 
insulator with swivel 
clip, belt loop, and 
drawstring.

DP9312

DP9312-4

DP9312-5

DP9312-6

DP9735
Pink camo can holder.

DPOD900
Realtree APG can holder.

Quantity 100 250 500 1000
Price Each $1.49 $1.09 $1.04 $0.99

4 Color Price $1.95 $1.50 $1.35 $1.20
Price includes two sides. Setup $40 per color.

• Setup charge $40 per color
• $0.50 run charge per piece per additional color
• Made of laminated open cell foam
• Folds flat for pocket or purse storage
• Multi-Color imprint with 16 color choices

Quantity 200 500 1000 2500
Price Each $0.76 $0.73 $0.71 $0.69

Set Up Charge $40 per color
$0.50 run charge per additional color

These stainless steel 
drink containers are 
perfect for the car or 
the great outdoors!  
This is  the latest in 
the stainless steel 
beverage ware.

DP9316

DEALER PERSON
ALIZED

Quantity 36 72 144 288
Price Each $4.51 $4.30 $4.19 $4.09

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.
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Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.

DP9995
BLACK

DP9995-1
ORANGE

DP9995-2
RED

DP9995-3
BLUE

DP9994
GREEN

DP9994-2
BLACK

DP9994-1
RED

DP9993-1
ORANGEDP9993

GRAY

DP9993-2
RED

DP9993-4
YELLOW

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.

DP9993-3
BLUE

Quantity 100 250 500 1000 2500
Silk Screen $3.96 $3.77 $3.68 $3.59 $3.50

Quantity 50 100 250 500 1000
Silk Screen $3.67 $3.50 $3.41 $3.33 $3.25

• Made of 210D polyester
• Pull strap closure
• Top flap with velcro® closure and 
velcro® pocket
• Built-In slot for ear buds

Setup charge $50 per color, per position. 
Add $0.50 per extra color, per position, per 
piece. 4 color process setup charge $200 
(color bright).

Optional location.

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.

Quantity 100 250 500 1000 2500
Silk Screen $3.45 $3.28 $3.20 $3.13 $3.05

• Made of 600D polyester
• Large front pocket
• 24” handles

Setup charge $50 per color , 
per side. Add $0.50 per extra 
color, per side, per piece. 4 color 
process setup charge $200 (color 
bright).

• Made of 210D polyester with  
   soft nylon mesh body
• Drawstring closure

Setup charge $50 per color. Add $0.50 
per extra color, per piece. 4 color process 
setup charge $200 (color bright).
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Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.

Look! Color Bright 
Option Available

-7 -8-6

-1 -3 -4-12

DP9315

Help your clients make a difference for 
the environment and keep your name 
on their mind with each trip to the 
grocery!  Start their collection of non-
woven reusable grocery totes!

DP9349
LIME

DP9349-1
ORANGE

DP9349-3
BLUE

Quantity 50 100 250 500 1000
Embroider $10.46 $9.96 $9.72 $9.48 $9.25
Silk Screen $8.20 $7.81 $7.62 $7.43 $7.25

Set up charge $50 per color
$0.50 run charge per additional color per piece. 
4 color process setup $200 (color bright).

Made of 600D polyester and 420D dobby nylon. 
Adj. padded shoulder sling with mesh phone 
holder. Built-In slot for ear buds for wire-free 
traveling. Large front zippered pocket. Outside 
mesh pocket.

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.

Quantity 100 250 500 1000 2500
Silk Screen $2.48 $1.96 $1.78 $1.70 $1.46

Set up charge $45 per color per side

Set up charge $50 per color
.50 run charge per additional color per piece

• Made of 110 gram, non-woven,  coated      
   water-resistant polypropylene
• Drawstring closure

This drawstring backpack is the perfect item if 
you sponsor school sports teams!

DP9348

DP9348-1

DP9348-2

DP9348-3

DP9349-2
RED

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.

Quantity 100 250 500 1000 2500
Silk Screen $1.23 $1.17 $1.15 $1.12 $1.09

DEALER PERSON
ALIZED

• $0.50 run charge per extra color per side
• 4 Color process setup $200
• Made of 90 gram, non-woven, coated water-resistant polypropylene
• Recyclable

• Reusable and hand washable
• Reinforced 20” handles
• 10” Gusset with matching covered bottom insert
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Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.

Quantity 25 50 100 250 500
Price Each $10.17 $9.68 $9.45 $9.21 $8.99

DP9346-3
RED WHITE BLUE

DP9346-4
BLACK GRAY

DP9346-1
RED WHITE

WHEN IT RAINS
...make sure everyone knows where to go 
for the best deal on vehicles!

Set up charge $50 per panel, per color
.50 per panel charge per additional color

• Metal shaft with wood handle
• Closed 40”

DP9450-1
BLACK

DP9450-3
RED

DP9450
BLUE

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.

Quantity 24 96 288 576

Price Each $20.68 $19.70 $19.22 $18.75

• Made of 600D nylon and mesh
• Two mesh cup holders
• 600D nylon carrying bag with  shoulder strap and drawstring
• Steel tubular frame - weight limit 300 lbs.

Setup charge $50 per color. Add $0.50 per 
extra color, per piece. 4 color process setup 
charge $200 (color bright).

This is an example of a 4 color 
processed imprint. Alternative 
options are available. See 
description for details 
or call for help.
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Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.

DP9969
Hot/cold bag.  Made of heavy 
canvas, with an insulated vinyl 
lining. Keeps your favorite 
beverages cold or your lunch 
warm. Holds 12 cans.

DP9990
BLUE

DP9990-2
BLACK

DP9990-3
RED

• Large pocket on back
• Two handles with adjustable 
support side straps
• Front flap pockets hold cell phone, 
bottle, can and personal items
• Fiberglass poles in seat and back 
   for stability

Setup charge $40. 1 Color only.

Quantity 24 96 288 576 1008

Price Each $12.43 $11.84 $11.55 $11.26 $10.99

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.

Quantity 50 100 300 600 1200
Price Each $6.50 $6.30 $6.10 $5.90 $5.29

Quantity 100 250 500 1000 2500
Price Each $1.80 $1.71 $1.67 $1.63 $1.59

20” beach ball
Setup charge $40 per 
panel. Add $0.50 per 
panel, per piece. Imprint 
on white panel unless 
otherwise specified.

Setup charge $50 per color, per 
location. Run charge $0.50 per 
extra color.

Set up charge $40 per color
.30 run charge per color per location (2 color max)

DP9452
YELLOW

DP9452-2
WHITE

DP9452-12
BLUE

Set up charge $40 per color
$0.50 run charge per location

Quantity 300 500 1000 2500 5000

Price Each $0.89 $0.85 $0.83 $0.81 $0.79

Stretchable foam sunglass straps.

DP9453

-2

-3

-4

DP9452-5
RED

DP9452-6
BLACK

Quantity 100 250 500 1000 2500

Price Each $2.25 $2.14 $2.09 $2.04 $1.99

BLACK

NAVY

RED

GREY

DP9992
BEACH BALL

DEALER PERSON
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Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See below for more options.

• Dual scale measurements, handy pocket 
clip and built-in deflating pin!
• Measures 10-75 PSI/50-550 kPa

Quantity 150 300 500 1000 2500+
Price Each $2.15 $2.05 $1.95 $1.85 $1.79

$50 setup charge per color.

DP9997
BLUE

DP9997-1
BLACK

DP9997-2
RED

• Max: 50 PSI
• Made Of Aluminum

Setup $40. Add $0.25 
per extra color per 
piece (2 color max).

9 Bright LEDs and a glow ring. Features: 
black hand strap, batteries included, 
eco gift box.

DP9736-2
BLUE

DP9732
SILVER

DP9731
BLUE

DP9972-2
BLUE

DP9972-3
ORANGE

DP9972
YELLOW

• Convenient and Portable – fits on keychains
• Powerful LED bulbs for even the darkest places.
• Batteries included

Setup charge $45.

Setup charge $40. One color only.

DP9736
RED

DP9736-1
GREEN

DP9973
BLACK

DP9973-2
BLUE

DP9973-1
RED

• Swivel Head Rotates 360˚
• Spring Action Clip
• High Intensity Bulb
• 2 AA Batteries Included
• Slide Switch To Turn On/Off

• Slim Profile
• 3 Extra Bright LED Lights
• Push Button To Turn On Light
• Button Cell Batteries Included, Inserted

Prices in boxes are for silkscreen. See above for more options.

Quantity 100 250 500 1000 2500
Price Each $2.54 $2.42 $2.36 $2.31 $2.25

Quantity 100 250 500 1000 2500
Price Each $2.14 $2.09 $1.99 $1.89 $1.79

Setup charge $40 (silkscreen), or $45 (laser engrave 
Silver). For Black Oxidation on laser engrave add 
$0.55 per piece.

Quantity 100 250 500 1000 2500
Price Each $5.69 $5.29 $5.19 $5.09 $4.99

Setup $55

Quantity 288 576 1008 2016 2496
Price Each $1.80 $1.71 $1.67 $1.63 $1.59

DP9976-1
BLACK

Prices in boxes are for 1 color. See right for more options.

DP9976-2
BLUE

DP9976
RED

Quantity 250 500 1000 2500 5000

Price Each $1.01 $0.96 $0.94 $0.91 $0.89
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DP9970
Safety Kit Includes: Case, jumper cables, warning triangle, 
siphon, Mylar blanket, two bungee cords, two glow sticks, 
gloves, flashlight and 50 psi tire gauge.

DP9971
Reflector-finish nylon panels with YOUR logo 
on it store easily in its own bag.

$50 setup if your dealer logo 
is not on file in embroidery 
format. Call your sales rep 
for details.

Quantity 50 200
1 Color Price $12 $9
4 Color Price $15 $13

Quantity 6
Embroidery $35

DP9437
Make your wheels look like new. 
Features squeegee, mop brush, 
mitt, sponge, dry cloth, case 
and one piece
Eco gift box.

Pricing includes 
one color 
imprint in one 
location. 
Setup charge $55

Pricing includes 
one color 
imprint in one 
location.
Setup charge 
$55

Must be ordered in 
exact quantities of 6.

This is an example of a 4 color processed imprint 
(or color bright). 1 color is also available. See right 
for details.

1 color setup charge $30.
$0.80 run charge per additional color. 
4 color process set up charge $60 (color 
bright).

Quantity 48 150 300 450 600
Price Each $14.74 $14.14 $12.31 $10.78 $9.98

Quantity 50 100 250 500
Price Each $12.90 $12.65 $12.40 $12.15

DP9974
Includes auto 
case, flashlight, 
tire gauge, and 
pen.

DEALER PERSON
ALIZED
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CH9725
8” PLUSH WHITE BEAR

DP9879
CORNHOLE BOARD W/ BAGS

DP9880
CORNHOLE BOARD W/ BAGS

CORNHOLE GAME
FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE

$25 SETUP FEE

Spice up the ultimate outdoor social game with your own customized 
cornhole game set. With this set you get two high quality, heavy duty 24”x48” 
tournament-grade, regulation-sized cornhole boards with folding legs and 
the complete bag set. The boards can be customized with your colors, your 
company logo, or whatever you desire. All custom designed boards require 
your approval so we will send you a mockup to look at before we begin any 
work. Custom bags are also available.

Our standard bags are made of quality Duck Cloth 
canvas material measuring 6”x 6” and weighing 
between 15-16 ounces filled with whole corn kernels. 
We also have all weather bags for those who need 
more wet weather protection. The difference is those 
bags use plastic beads inside instead of corn. They are 
regulation size with excellent playability. 

• Quality 1/2” Plywood Tops - Smooth finish, excellent playability.
• Top Choice Finish Grade 2x4s - Superior to the basic framing boards others use.
• Finished with clear gloss sealant for protection.
• Perfect 6” holes. No jigsaws here!
• Strong, foldable 2x4 leg construction with carriage bolts and wing nuts
• We paint the sides and legs and touch up our boards!
• Complete cornhole bag set included in our price. 8 bags with Your custom logo.

STARTING AT

$249.00

PERFECT FOR 
THE SHOWROOM 
OR COMPANY 
FUNTIONS
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General Motors Trademarks are used under license to Cruisin Sports, Inc. 
ALL are used under the license agreements issued to Cruisin Sports, Inc.

60 Volunteer Dr • Hendersonville, TN 37075 • 615-822-8431

CRUISIN SPORTS, INC. SOURCES MERCHANDISE FROM USA AND  DISTRIBUTORS.
®2015, CRUISIN SPORTS, INC. ALL PHOTOGRAPHIC, CLERICAL, TYPOGRAPHICAL AND PRINTING 

AREAS ARE SUBJECT TO CORRECTION. ITEMS ARE SUBJECT TO PRICE CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

OFF ICIALLY LICENSED 
SOURCE FOR GM DEALER 

MERCHANDISE

Visit Us on the Web
www.cruisinsports.com

Order Toll Free – 800-254-5553
Phone 615-822-8431
Fax 615-822-1894
(8am – 5pm Central Time)

DEALERS CAN APPLY 
             FOR VSSM CO-OP FUNDS
CALL 888-462-6671 FOR MORE INFO ON 
VSSM. SOME ITEMS MAY REQUIRE ADDING THE 
CERTIFIED SERVICE LOGO SEEN BELOW.

O F F I C I A L
LICENSED PRODUCT

25-13201-32837
CHARGE TO YOUR OPEN SALES & SERVICE ACCOUNT USING YOUR DEALER CODE.


